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Millions of tasks have difficult beginnings.

- Chinese proverb
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SUMMARY

An experimental study has been made of three-phase mixing and 

mass transfer in a small stirred vessel (T=0.204 m), which was 

equipped with a six-blade disc turbine (0,373^ D/T^ 0.651 ). The effect 

of solids concentration on impeller power, gas-liquid mass transfer 

coefficient and gas holdup was investigated under batch-wise and 

continuous flow conditions. Visual observations were also made of the 

effect that aeration had on particle suspension, vis-a-vis minimum 

suspension speed.

Steady-state power measurements reveal that there is a complex 

interaction between the solid particles and gas bubbles in the 

immediate vicinity of the impeller. At high solids concentrations, the 

apparent viscosity of the three-phase suspension increases. This has 

a significant effect on the nature and mechanism of cavity formation 

occurring behind the impeller blades. In the presence of the solids, 

larger cavities were generally produced. Further confirmation of this 

is provided by unsteady-state power measurements. The size of gas 

cavity was evaluated from time constant values estimated from the 

transient power response. At very high solids concentrations (greater 

than 30%w/w),the cavities which were formed appear to possess 

characteristics which are very similar to those produced in high 

viscosity Newtonian and non-Newtonian systems.

The gas-liquid mass transfer coefficient k^a was determined 

using a steady-state 'gassing-out' technique. In general, both k̂ â and 

gas holdup were little affected by the presence of a small amount of 

solids. However, at higher solids concentrations, both of these 

parameters showed a rapid decrease. This was due to increased bubble 

coalescence and also poor dispersion of gas brought about by the 

increase in apparent viscosity and non-Newtonian behaviour of the
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suspension. With ’non-coalescing' electrolyte solution, the variation 

of k^a and gas holdup with solids concentration showed similar trends 

to those obtained for coalescing tap water.

Under continuous flow operation, with solid and liquid, it 

was only possible to achieve iso-kinetic sampling of the vessel 

contents in a limited number of cases where the flow exit was located 

opposite the mid-plane of the impeller. For the three-phase system, 

iso-kinetic sampling was not achieved. Increasing slurry flow to the 

vessel reduced the solids holdup, but caused the impeller power 

consumption to increase. The solids concentration in the vessel was 

also higher in the three-phase case when the exit flow pipe was 

located above the impeller mid-plane level. Gas holdup was not 

significantly affected by virtue of the position of the exit flow 

pipe or the velocity of the exit flow.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Mechanically agitated vessels are commonly employed in 

industrial processes, either as mixing units or reactors. These 

usually involve the dispersion of gases and liquids or the suspension 

of solids in a liquid. Equipment design first requires an 

understanding of the hydrodynamic flow conditions inside the vessel. 

To-date, most research has been concerned with gas-liquid and solid- 

liquid systems. The study of three-phase gas-solid-liquid systems has 

been largely ignored even though three-phase reactors are very 

important for many polymerisation and hydrogenation reactions, as well 

as biological fermentations. The overall aim of this study was, 

therefore, to gain knowledge of the fundamental mixing hydrodynamics 

and mass transfer occurring in stirred three-phase reactors.

There are two main processes involved in gas-solid-liquid 

mixing, i.e. gas dispersion and solids suspension. For a reactor to 

operate efficiently all of the gas must be adequately dispersed 

throughout the vessel and at the same time all of the solid particles 

must be completely suspended. It has been reported recently that

introduction of gas can cause some of the solids to settle-out from 

the suspension. A preliminary aspect of this work was concerned with 

a visual examination of the effect of aeration on solids suspension. 

This information proved subsequently to be very valuable for the 

interpretation of results.
f 27—31 )Research on both gas-liquid system and solid-liquid

system^^^*^^) has shown that the power consumed is largely determined 

by the hydrodynamic flow conditions around the impeller zone. The 

second part of the study is concerned with the measurement of power 

consumption under both steady-state and unsteady-state conditions. 

Information is obtained concerning the complex phase interaction in
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the impeller region.

The third part examines the effect of solids on gas-liquid 

mass transfer and gas holdup. The behaviour of these two parameters 

provides an insight into the state of gas dispersion in the bulk 

regions of a stirred mixing vessel.

Finally, the effect of continuous flow on three-phase mixing 

operation is also investigated. Results are presented which show the 

effect of outlet flow position and exit velocity on the solids 

concentration in the vessel, together with associated power 

consumption and gas holdup................................................

For convenience of presentation, a separate chapter is devoted 

to each area of research investigated which includes an introduction, 

literature review, results and discussion,and conclusions. A slight 

difference in format is used in Chapter 5 which is concerned with 

power dynamics. Here, the review is included with the introduction 

section owing to the small amount of previous work. Chapters 3,5,6 

and 7 also contain details of particular experimental techniques.

Where results for two-phase gas-liquid or solid-liquid system were 

found to be helpful in understanding three-phase gas-solid-liquid 

mixing, they are presented in separate sections in the relevant 

chapters.

The equipment and measurement techniques common to all the 

work are described in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 deals with minimum impeller 

speed required for suspending the solid particles. Chapter 4 is 

concerned with steady-state measurements of impeller power consumption, 

Additional power measurements,carried out under unsteady-state 

conditions, are given in Chapter 5. Here, the behaviour of the 

impeller power transient response following a sudden change of gas 

input is discussed. The effect of solids on gas-liquid mass transfer
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and gas holdup is treated in Chapter 5. Chapter 7 is concerned with 

results of the continuous flow studies. Finally, recommendations for 

further work, arising out of the results of this research, are given 

in Chapter 8.
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CHAPTER 2. EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES

2. 1______Introduction

This chapter describes the main equipment and measurement 

instrumentation used for the mixing experiments. Other specific 

techniques and apparatus employed for the investigation of minimum 

suspension speed, gas-liquid mass transfer and continuous flow 

conditions, are treated in the related sections. Details of the 

microcomputer system used for on-line real time data acquisition and 

analysis are also given here. Specifications of all the equipment 

used are in Appendix A.

2. 2 Mixinq Vessel and Gas Sparger

With the exception of the minimum suspension speed studies, 

all the experimental work, i.e. both batch and continuous flow 

operations, was carried out in a baffled 0.204 m diameter vessel 

which is shown in Fig. 2.1. The bottom of the tank was constructed 

from a piece of standard 0.204 m nominal bore 316 stainless steel 

welding cap. This gave the cylindrical mixing vessel a dished-shape 

bottom. Four 10% baffles extended from the top to the bottom of the 

vessel and these were equally spaced around the wall. The inlet to 

the vessel consisted of a 0.013 m BSP pipe welded at the centre of the 

vessel bottom. Two side exit pipes of the same size were positioned 

centrally between two baffles; one at the mid-plane of the impeller 

and the other 0.13 m above this. For the batch experiments, the inlet 

and outlet pipes were sealed by end caps and plugged-off, flush with 

the wall, by PTFE rods.

The sparging unit was a 0.003 m diameter tube, supplied at 

both ends from the main air supply, which entered through the top 

flange-plate. The tube was drilled with five 1.2 mm diameter holes 

each 12.7 mm apart. It was located 0.02 m beneath the impeller.
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Top Flange 
Plate

Gas

T/10

0. 36 m

1.251

T/4T/4

Gas Sparger

Inlet
0.204

Fig. 2.1 Details of the Mixing Vessel and Gas Sparger
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2. 3_____ Impellers

Three sizes of impeller were used. They were standard six- 

blade disc turbines as shown in Fig. 2.2. The detailed dimensions are 

given in Table 2.1.

2. 4____ Mixing Materials

The liquid used was filtered tap water and the gas phase was 

filtered air. The analysis of the tap water is shown in Appendix B.

Three types of solids were employed. These were polystyrene 

beads, ion exchange resin (Amberlite IR-120 supplied by Rohm and Haas 

Ltd.) and lead glass ballotini. The physical properties are given in 

Tablé 2.2. All thie solids were approximately spherical in shape. The 

Amberlite ion exchange resin particles (subsequently referred to as 

'ion resin') were sized according to the wet screen analysis method 

suggested in the technical bulletin supplied by Rohm and Haas Ltd.

This procedure recommended that the particles be preconditioned by 

soaking in deionized water. The value of d^ therefore in Table 2.2 

represents the actual size of the particles in the slurry.

2. 5_____Equipment Layout

2.5.1 Continuous Liquid/Slurry Flow Circuit

A schematic diagram of the continuous flow circuit is shown

in Fig. 2.3. Slurry suspensions were prepared in the holding tank (T1)

using filtered tap water. The tank was 1 m in diameter and discharge 

was through a conical bottom to a centrifugal circulating pump. The 

additional flow circulation provided by the pump contributed to the 

maintenance of uniform particle concentration. In addition, the tank 

contained a cooling coil operated via an on-off temperature controller 

through the solenoid valve (S). This kept the temperature of the tank 

contents constant at 20*C.

The mixing vessel (T2) was fed by a mono pump (P2) which was
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L= D/4

W= D/5

d

Fig. 2.2 Six-blade Disc Turbine Employed.

Table 2.1 Dimensions of the Three Impellers as shown in Fig. 2.2

Impeller 1 2 3

D (m) 0.762 0.1016 0.135

d (m) 0.572 0.762 0.102

a (cm) 0.16 0.16 0.16

b (cm) 0.16 0.16 0.16

c (cm) 1.91 1 .91 1.91

B (cm) 0.79 0.79 0.79
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Table 2.2 Physical Characteristics of Solid Particles

Particles Size, d
P Density,

( ) ( kgm"^)

Polystyrene 780 + 70 1040
1300 + 100 1040

Amberlite Ion 420 + 80 1260
Exchange Resin 780 + 70 1260

Lead Glass 275 + 25 2950
Ballotini .655 + 55 2950

1300 + 100 2950
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supplied by a take-off (3) on the discharge line from the centrifugal 

pump. This arrangement and the large holding capacity in II served to 

minimize changes of slurry concentration. Two ball valves (BV1,BV2) 

were used to vary the flowrates which were measured by the magnetic 

flowmeter (M1). Before entering the mixing vessel, the density of the 

slurry was measured by a U-tube densitometer (UD1), At the exit also, 

there was a similar flowmeter (M2) and densitometer (UD2) arrangement. 

After leaving the mixing vessel, the flow was returned to the holding 

tank,

The liquid level inside the mixing vessel was maintained 

constant by means of a level control loop. This consisted of a fast 

response level capacitance probe (LB) (see Section 2.6,4) and 

electronic PID controller (EC), The 4-20 mA D.C, signal provided by 

the transmitter (TM) operated a pneumatic control valve (PV) 

connected on the vessel outlet,

2,5.2 Gas Flow Circuit

A schematic diagram of the gas supply to the vessel is 

illustrated in Fig, 2,4, The main's compressed air supply was filtered 

(FI) and then reduced to 50 psig, by a pressure regulator (PRI ), A 

venturi (WTl) was used to measure the air flowrate which was 

controlled by a needle valve (NV1), After passing through a humidifier 

(HF), the air was sparged into the vessel through a tubular distributor 

(TD) (see Section 2,2), The exiting air left through an outlet pipe on 

the sealing flange plate of the vessel and was measured by a second 

venturi (VT2), A back pressure regulator (PR2) was used to control the 

pressure in the vessel, which was monitored by a transducer (PT),

Needle valve (NV2) and solenoid valve (SV) formed part of a circuit 

used to study impeller power dynamics. This is fully explained in 

Chapter 5,
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2.5.3 Agitator Drive System

Fig. 2.5 shows the agitator drive impeller assembly for the

mixing vessel. The impeller was driven by a 0.25 HP D.C. shunt motor.

A BLH strain gauge torque transducer was connected between the motor 

and impeller shaft. The impeller shaft passed through a specially 

designed stuffing box (Fig. 2.5), which acted as a high pressure seal 

on the vessel. A feedback thyristor controller incorporating a

tachogenerator was used to regulate the motor speed.

2.5.4 Measurement and Data Acquisition

A diagram of the measurement and instrumentation circuits is 

shown in Fig. 2.6. The signals generated from the various measuring 

devices were either 4-20 mA D.C. or 0-10 mA D.C. or, in the case of 

the speed signal, 0-10 \J D.C. These were then fed to individual 

channels of the signal conditioning box. This stabilized and converted 

each signal to a standard 0-10 V output. All of the signals were then 

input to an Analog Devices MACSYM II micro-computer. The data collected 

was processed according to specially written software programmes. 

Results were printed out on a teletype writer as required.

Any signal from the conditioning box could also be displayed 

visually, either on a five digit digital panel meter or as a waveform 

on a dual-beam oscilloscope.

2.6 Measurement Techniques

2.6.1 Power

The power required for agitation was evaluated from the 

impeller speed and torque using the following equation:-

P = Ky X Tq X N 2.1

where P - impeller power, W

Tq - impeller torque, Nm
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Tachogenerator
- |

computer 
interf aceThyristor

Controller
 I to speed

control
potentiometer

DC motor

Flexible coupling

Torque transducer

Amplifier to
computer
interface

Universal coupling

Stuffing box

mixing vessel

Fig. 2.5 Agitator Drive Assembly,
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SWITCH®>
SIGNAL
CONDITIONING
BOX
(12 channels)

TO
MICROCOMPUTER 
ANALOG INPUT 
CARD

( KEY TO SYMBOLS OVERLEAF)

Fig.2.6 A Schematic Diagram of the Instrumentation and Measurement 
Circuits.
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Key to Symbols in Fig. 2.6

A Inlet Liquid Flow Transducer

B Outlet Liquid Flow Transducer

C Inlet Liquid Density Transducer

D Outlet Liquid Density Transducer

E Torque Transducer

F Inlet Gas Flow Transducer

G Outlet Gas Flow Transducer

H Liquid Level Sensing Probe

I ................. Tachogenerator

3 Motor Speed Controller

K Optical Isolator

L Capacitance to Current Transmitter

M Indicator and Transmitter

N Signal Converter and Indicator

0 Signal Transmitter

P Digital Voltmeter
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N - impeller speed, s ^

- constant for the torque transducer

The measurement of Tq and N is described in the following 

sections,

2.6.2 Impeller Speed

The experimental arrangement for measuring the impeller speed 

is shown in Fig. 2. 5. The tachogenerator, which was attached to the 

motor shaft, generated a 0-10 V D.C. signal. This signal was 

transmitted to the thyristor controller enabling feedback control of 

the motor speed. An optical isolator was used to isolate the signal 

before it was sent to the microcomputer.

The relation between the motor speed and the output was slightly 

non-linear due to the optical isolator. It was therefore fitted to a 

third order polynomial relation such that

N = a + b(Vo) + c(Vo)^ + d(Vo)^ 2.2

where Vo - output signal of optical isolator, V

Impeller speed was measured by a stroboscope. The output

signal from the optical isolator was averaged over 5000 readings in a

period of 5 seconds using the microcomputer. However, at speeds below 
-1

5 s  , the signal generated was too small and had to be measured 

directly by the stroboscope. Direct calibration under these conditions 

by counting the number of shaft revolutions confirmed that the 

accuracy was generally better than

The thyristor speed controller, which had a speed range of 

100:1, controlled the motor speed between 2 and 20 s \  Typical 

regulation of the controller, from no load to full load, was+0.3% 

of full speed. The time constant of the loop was less than 0.1 s.
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2.6.3 Impeller Torque

The strain gauge torque transducer was positioned in the 

manner shown in Fig. 2.5.

In addition to the power consumed by the impeller, frictional 

losses were also generated by the action of the mechanical seal on the 

shaft. Hence the torque measured by the transducer is given by:-

Tq^ = Tq + Tq^ 2.3

where Tq^ - measured torque

Tq - torque exerted on the impeller 

................ Tq^ - frictional torque

For every power measurement, the friction torque was determined 

by measuring the transducer output with the mixing vessel empty, i.e. 

rotating in air at the same impeller speed and vessel pressure. Each 

torque measurement was averaged from 4000 readings sampled over 5 

seconds by the microcomputer.

The high performance capability of the transducer (see 

Appendix A) means that the torque measurements was mainly dependent 

on the accuracy with which the friction torque could be determined.

At lower speeds, the frictional contribution could be as much as 40% 

of the measured torque, but this rapidly reduces with increasing speed. 

Thus at low speed, the accuracy was limited almost entirely by the 

accuracy with which the frictional torque could be measured. Generally, 

the accuracy was better than 10%. At higher speeds, measurement error 

was typically only a few per cent, or less.

2.6.4 Gas Holdup

The gas holdup in the vessel was estimated from the following

equation
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= - X 100% 2.4^  G V

where V - volume of gassed dispersion

VO - volume of initial ungassed dispersion

without agitation

Both V and VO were determined from measurements of the dispersion 

height which were obtained using the level capacitance probe - the 

vessel wall providing the other surface in the circuit. The signal 

produced was proportional to the amount of liquid in contact with the 

surface of the probe, and hence the dispersion height. It was converted

into a standard 4-20 mA D.C. signal and fed into the data acquisition

system.

The level capacitance probe was basically a 0.318 cm diameter 

brass electrode insulated by a PTFE sheath of 0.537 cm outside 

diameter. The total length of th§ probe was 25.4 cm measured from the 

inside surface of the top flange plate. The probe was located centrally 

between two adjacent baffles, midway between the axis of the impeller 

shaft and the vessel wall. This position was selected to best 

characterize the mean level in the vessel.

Calibration of the probe was carried out by adding known 

quantities of water to the vessel and measuring the corresponding 

output from the level transmitter. The liquid height was determined 

from:

H = Hq + Ky((Uh) - (Vh)(j) 2.5

where Vh - average output signal at level H, Volts 

(Vh)o - output signal at datum level H^, Volts 

K|_̂ - calibration constant

Fluctuations in level occurred when gas was introduced into the vessel.
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To compensate for this effect, the output signal was averaged from 

2000 measurements taken over 5 seconds. This technique is, in fact, 

similar to a physical damping device.

The effect of particles on the performance of the probe was 

investigated separately in a perspex vessel. This was done for solids 

concentrations up to 60% w/w, but no significant difference in signal 

output was observed. The measured gas holdups for both two-phase and 

three-phase mixing were reproducible to within +5%.

2.7_____ Operation of Mixing Vessel

A closed tank design was selected so that the vessel could be 

operated at pressures up to TOO psig. For continuous operation this 

allowed high liquid flowrates to be achieved whilst maintaining a free 

liquid surface for the continuous throughput of gas. Apart from the 

investigations for continuous flow systems all the experimental work 

were carried out under atmospheric pressure.
/ 22 )For good gas dispersion Nienow et al. has recommended that an

impeller clearance (C) of C/H = 0.25 be used. This value was employed 

throughout in this work.

On the basis of previous continuous flow work carried out in
f 25 )this laboratory by Kobbacy' ' it was decided to fix the liquid 

height in the vessel at 1.25 times the tank diameter in order to 

suppress surface aeration effects.

Also, for the continuous flow experiments, entry of feed into 

the vessel was delivered through the bottom inlet pipe. Two side 

outlets could be used for the exit flow. One was located opposite the 

mid-plane of the impeller and the other situated 0.13 m above this.

This arrangement gave better gas dispersion than a side inlet-bottom 

exit combination. Furthermore, the amount of gas that escaped with the 

outlet stream was considerably reduced.
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CHAPTER 3. MINIMUM SUSPENSION SPEED

3.1______Introduction

The main focus of the previous work on particle suspension in 

stirred mixing vessels has been on the impeller speed required to 

just suspend all the particles present. This is because the minimum

suspension state was found to be the optimum one for many transfer
(1,2)processes'

However, most of the studies were concerned with solid-liquid

systems and only a limited amount of data on gas-solid-liquid systems
(3-7) ....................................has becofite available recently

Two methods have been used to determine N^^, the minimum

suspension speed. It is most common to define N^^ as the speed at

which no particle is observed to remain on the tank bottom for more

than one or two seconds^^ 12)^ Another method which has been

developed more recently involves measuring the particle concentration

just above the base of the vessel using either p r o b e s ^ ^ ^ o r
f 16 ̂conductivity cells' or by actually withdrawing samples from the 

(15 23 )vessel' * , When the solids concentration is plotted against

impeller speed, a peak or discontinuity is obtained which will 

correspond to N^g.

For the three-phase system employed in this work, it is 

important to establish the minimum suspension speed conditions since 

it represents a useful reference point for the interpretation of 

subsequent results. N^g values have been determined visually for both 

aerated and unaerated conditions with three particles types. The 

range of variables examined was not extensive and therefore no attempt 

has been made to correlate the results.
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3.2 Literature Survey

Many correlations have been developed for predicting in

solid-liquid systems and they are fully reviewed in a recent
(7) ( 2 8 9 1 0 )publication . These are either wholly empirical > > » , or have

(3 11 12 17)been derived from energy balance considerations ' * * .

The main drawback of the theoretical approaches is that they

involve various assumptions concerning turbulent flow properties. It

appears that the most succesful model is that postulated by Baldi 
(12)et al. They suggested that solids are suspended by turbulent

eddies having a scale of the order of the particle size. An equation 

was then derived based on an energy balance around a particle. This 

equation was used together with experimental data of N^g to obtain 

the relationship in Eqn. 3.1.

'̂ 35 j ^ jO.58 pO.89
3.1

( 8 )From his very extensive investigation, Zwietering proposed 

the following empirical equation for N^g:

" gO.SS

where 5 is a dimensionless constant.

His results for the disc turbine impeller showed that N^g was 

independent of the impeller clearance, C for T / 7 ^ C — T/2. This has
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( 9 )since been shown to be incorrect . However, in spite of later

attempts to produce better correlations, Eqn. 3.2 is considered to be
( 7  9 ).the most reliable expression *

On the other hand, in three-phase stirred vessels has

been less extensively studied. The effect of aeration on solids

suspension is generally found to increase the speed required to

suspend the particles^^ ^ \  Early work in this area by Arbiter et al.^^^^

was concerned with froth flotation experiments. They observed that all

of the suspended particles settled out suddenly at a critical air

flow number (FI). At this condition, P^/P (gassed power to ungassed

power,ratio) decreased dramatically following Only a small increase

in the gas flowrate. However, the flotation cells used had a shrouded

impeller configuration which could have been mainly responsible for

this effect. Other workers using stirred vessels have not observed

the drastic sedimentation condition.

The effect of aeration on the suspension of glass and sand

particles in a baffled tank using a propeller has been studied by
(3 )Subbarao and Taneja . They found that higher speeds were required 

to maintain the solids in suspension when gas was introduced, which 

was proportional to the sparging rate. It was suggested that particle 

settling was due to the counter-flow effect of the gas and that 

complete sedimentation of solids could be achieved at sufficiently 

high aeration rates.

Wiedmann et al.^^*^^ have studied gas-solid-liquid suspension 

for various particle-liquid combinations using disc turbines and 

propeller agitators. From their visual observations, they found that 

Ngg increased with increasing superficial gas velocity and solids 

mass ratio. Their results were, however, approximately 50% lower
(7 ) (7)

compared with those of other workers . Chapman , who made both
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visual observations and ’probe' measurements (see Section 3.1) to

determine questioned the accuracy of their values. He used five

baffled tanks ranging from 0.29 m to 1.83 m in diameter, and which

were equipped with a variety of radial and axial impellers. Most of

his experiments, however, were concentrated on the 0.56 m diameter

vessel using a disc turbine impeller. Of the eight types of particles

employed (80yuim 6 d^6 2800^m, 1050 kgm ^ ^  2900 kgm ^ ), most were

spherical. Solids mass concentration up to 30% were used. The effect

of mechanical system parameters, particle and liquid properties on

Njg were closely examined for both the gassed and ungassed conditions.

Results Obtained for the unaerated system were in good agreement with
( 8 ) ( 9 )those of Zwietering and Nienow' At the 'just-suspended* condition, 

partial sedimentation of the heavier particles was observed when gas 

was sparged into the vessel. In constrast, suspension of the relatively 

less dense polystyrene beads was aided by aeration. The aerated 

systems exhibited similar trends to those in the ungassed systems

except that the influence of on N^g was reduced by 50%.
(19) (A )Both Queneau et al. and Kurten and Zehner have

observed the effect of particles sedimentation in a stirred tank when 

gas is introduced. Queneau et al., however, found that this only 

occurred at high gas flowrates. Kurten and Zehner explained that the 

gas introduced below the stirrer blocked part of the tank's cross- 

section. This reduced the liquid flow required for maintaining the 

solid particles in suspension and thus causing some of the particles 

to settle out.

There is therefore, a clear consensus that, at the 'just- 

suspended' state, partial sedimentation of solids occurs when gas 

is introduced.
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3.3 Experimental

Since N^g was to be determined visually, a flat-bottomed

perspex vessel of similar dimensions to the mixing vessel (see Fig. 2.1)
( 8 )was employed. Although Zwietering considered that the shape of the 

tank bottom has no effect on the suspension speed, this has been 

contradicted by other w o r k e r s ^ ^ D a t a  obtained by Cliff et al.^^^^ 

indicates that, depending on the impeller clearance, N^g can be higher 

or lower for a flat-bottomed tank compared with one having a dished 

base of similar dimensions. However, Bohnet and Neismak^^^^ reported 

that N^g was higher in a tank with a flat base. From the solid-liquid 

viewpoint, there is insufficient evidence to confirm whether results 

obtained with a flat-bottomed tank can be applied to a vessel with a 

dished bottom. The N^g values obtained therefore, (which have not 

been corrected) are expected to serve as an indication of the lower 

limit of operation.

The sparger unit and impellers used in the flat-bottomed 

vessel were the same as that described in Chapter 2. However, the 

impeller was driven by a 'Moritz' L40 mixer with no provisions made 

for torque measurement. The impeller speed was measured using a 

stroboscope and the base of the vessel was illuminated with a photo

flood lamp.A mirror placed underneath the vessel aided the visual 

determination of N^g. The 'just-suspended' condition was judged to 

have been achieved when none of the particles remained at rest on the

tank bottom for more than one to two seconds, as advocated by 
( 8 )Zwietering' , Values of N^g obtained for the solid-liquid systems 

were reproducible to + 6%. In the three-phase experiments, however, 

this accuracy deteriorated to approximately 90% due to the increased 

difficulty in observing the particle motion. The last particles to be 

suspended were those located near the centre of the base and also
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behind the baffles. For the glass ballotini, a very large increase in 

impeller speed was required to suspend particles from the latter 

positions. The amount of these stationary particles was very small 

and they were therefore ignored. In any event, it is not expected 

that this would occur in the dished vessel.

Polystyrene particles were found to be unsuitable for the 

three-phase experiments because the sparging of air resulted in some 

of the particles being suspended even though the stirrer was turned 

off. As such, they were only used for the solids-liquid system.

In contrast to previous systems employing a narrow size 

distribution, the effect of a wider size distribution was investigated 

using ion exchange resin particles having a mean particle diameter of 

630 yU.m.

3.4_____ Results and Discussion

Since N^g for the solid-liquid system have previously been 

extensively investigated, the results obtained here are considered as 

a separate case, corresponding to zero gas flowrate. This is then 

extended to cover the effect of aeration.

3.4.1 Solid-Liquid System

Zwietering's expression for estimating N^g is considered to

be the most reliable and will be used for comparison. Analysis of
(9 )Zwietering's data by Nienow' ' has shown that for a disc turbine 

impeller, Eqn. 3.2 can be written as:

N]S (X: (dp)°'2(Ap)0'45 x0.13 o-2.35 3.3

A linear regression analysis of the experimental results 

yielded the following relationship:
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N^s oC O-Z'39 3.4

with a correlation coefficient of 0.98. All of the exponents except 

that of particle size show good agreement with those in Eqn, 3,3.

Fig, 3.1 compares the data obtained with Zwietering's correlation. The 

agreement is better than + 10%, In spite of the larger absolute 

impeller clearance used in these experiments, the N^g values predicted 

by Zwietering tend to be higher at the highest conditions. This is 

hardly surprising since the small amount of unsuspended particles

behind the baffles were ignored in estimating N for the glass
 ..................
ballotini.

In accordance with previous workers, a clear liquid interface

was observed at the top of the dispersion prior to N^g being reached.

The height of this interface decreased with increasing solids

concentration and particle density. For the less dense solids, the

clear liquid layer disappeared at N^g when the solids loading was low.

Impeller speeds higher than N^g were required to eliminate this layer

for high solids concentration and also for the glass ballotini at all

concentrations. After this, further increases in impeller speed

appeared to produce fairly homogeneous suspension conditions.

Another interesting observation was that at high solids

concentrations (x> 25%) and at low Reynolds Number (less than 35000),

only particles near the impeller were agitated into motion. Solids

further away were unaffected. This behaviour is very similar to that
(21 )of non-Newtonian fluids'

3,4,2 Gas-Solid-rLiquid System

3,4,2,1 Gassing Rate

An increase in impeller speed was required to maintain the 

particles in suspension when gas was introduced into the dispersion
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but at no time did drastic sedimentation occur as reported by Arbiter 
(is)et al. , The variation of with is slightly non-linear as 

illustrated in Figs, 3.2 and 3,3, For both types of particles 

investigated, additional gas loadings beyond 1,4 vvm appear to have 

a negligible effect on This suggests that the mechanism

responsible for the sedimentation of solids has reached its maximum 

effect or that possibly other interactive effects are coming into 

play. Nevertheless, at the lower gas rates, the results demonstrate 

that the presence of gas dampens flow and turbulence generated by the 

impeller for solids suspension.

As with the unaerated systems, a slurry-liquid interface, 

albeit less well defined, was observed. Its height was also found to 

depend on particle density and solids concentration. Aeration 

appeared to have aided in producing a more homogeneous dispersion 

after has been achieved. At high X and low Re, large gas bubbles

were seen to escape from the unsuspended bed of solids. It was only 

when the whole mass of particles began to move at higher speeds that 

the gas was dispersed,

3,4,2,2 Solids Concentration

The effect of aeration on the variation of N^g with solids 

concentration is illustrated in Figs, 3,4 and 3,5, It is clear from 

these graphs that the relationship between N^g and X is very similar 

to that of the unaerated systems, A regression treatment of the data 

for each type of solid and size of impeller yielded the following:

Resins Glass D (m )
r

0,0752

X°*^^ X°*°® 0,1016

X°'11 0,135
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All of the exponents range from 0.08 to 0,11 compared with 0.10 for 

the solid-liquid system. This suggests that aeration does not alter 

the effect of X on The slightly wider exponent range suggests a

lower accuracy for the values obtained for the three-phase 

systems. This is expected since visual observations of the state of 

the particles at the base of the vessel is made more difficult by the 

presence of gas.

A further point of discussion arises concerning the range of 

solids concentration. Compared to previous work on the concentration 

levels are high (x' up to 2 5 % v/v), and only Einenkel and Mersmann^^^^^ 

used solids concentration of this order (up to 2 0 % v/v). Their 

evaluation of in a solid-liquid system was based on detection of 

the position of the slurry-liquid interface. They found that 

increased with X* until it reached a maximum at X'^15% v/v. In certain 

cases, dropped slightly with further increase in X'. This trend is

different to that observed here. Einenkel and Mersmann explained that 

the behaviour of at high X' was due to the hindered settling of the

particles, causing a decrease in the settling velocity. It could, 

however, be argued that the interface criterion employed by them 

measures the state of homogeneity of the suspension, rather than the 

conditions at the base of the tank. This state of uniform suspension 

is not the same as a state of complete particle suspension. This has 

been reported in Section 3.4.1. Thus Einenkel and Mersmann's definition 

of is quite different from that employed here and not an

appropriate basis for interpreting particle suspension behaviour.

3.4.2.3 Particle Size

Aeration did not significantly change tha rate of increase of 

with dp as depicted in Fig. 3.6. Once again using regression 

analysis, the data yielded the following:
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Njg 0(2 (d glass ballotini

C C  (dp)°-14 ■ ion resin

The wider exponent range in the case of the ion resin particles is no 

doubt due to the limited results based on only two sizes of particle.

3.4.2.4 Particle Density

With the relationship between N_^ and d established for the. . .  p .  '

gas-solid-liquid system, the results can be adjusted to a standard 

condition in order to investigate the effect of particle density. The 

results for the two larger impellers are shown in Fig. 3.7 from which 

the following is obtained:

Generally, the higher exponent occurred at the lower gassing rates. 

Comparison with the ungassed solid-liquid system shows INĴ  ̂ to be less 

dependent on A p  in the presence of gas.

3.4.2.5 Impeller Diameter

There is hardly any noticeable effect of aeration on the 

variation of with impeller diameter. This is shown in Fig. 3.8
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and the trends are described by :

CC - (-2-35)

3.4.2.6 Comparison of Results with Literature 

The results confirm the observations that the ability of a 

disc turbine impeller to suspend solids deteriorate in the presence
(7 )

of gas. Only Chapman has studied extensively for a three-phase 

system. He has obtained several relationships between and various 

particles and system parameters. Table 3.1 compares the results with 

those reported by Chapman.

Table 3.1 Dependence of on Various Parameters

Parameter
Exponent on Parameter

Present Work (7 )Chapman' '

X

0.29 - 0.34 0.21 - 0.24

0.08 - 0.11 0.08 - 0.15

'‘p 0.14 - 0.17 0.12

D (-2.28) - (-2.35) (-2.30) - (-2.45)

With the exception of A p  » there is good agreement with 

Chapman's results. It must be emphasized, however, that the range of 

variables investigated was less extensive than those employed by 

Chapman, particularly in respect of the particle density.

Chapman also found that N^g increased linearly with Q^, which 

is in contrast with Figs. 3.2 and 3.3, but his results did not extend 

much further than Q^^1.2 vvm.A close inspection of the data below 

Q|^=1.43 vvm in Figs. 3.2 and 3.3 reveals that the effect is essentially 

linear.

For the purpose of illustration, Chapman's results for
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T=0,56 m, D/T=0.25, AP =1480 kgm ^ and d =206 m at 0 =1.0 vvm haveI p G
been selected. Since all his work was carried out in tanks larger 

than employed here, his N^g values have been adjusted using the scale- 

up rule, T which he proposed. Fig. 3.9 shows that there is

reasonable agreement particularly considering the large differences 

in system geometry and solids properties.

3.4.3 Particle Size Distribution

The dependence of N^g on various parameters for solids having

a wider size distribution was studied briefly. Data obtained under

gassed and ungassed conditions confirmed the observations made by 
(12)Baldi et al. ' that a bimodal distribution behaves in a similar 

manner to a unimodal distribution having a mean diameter calculated 

on the basis of mass percentage. This is not unexpected since the 

effect of particle size on N^g is very small and in these experiments, 

the size distribution employed was relatively narrow.

3.4.4 Impeller Clearance

The effect of moving the impeller nearer to the base of the 

vessel was also briefly investigated. Generally, a lower impeller 

speed was required for suspension using a smaller clearance. Reducing 

the clearance from C/h=0.25 down to C/H=0.167 lowered N^g by 

approximately 10^ under ungassed conditions. With aeration, there was 

a decreased effect and beyond Q^=1.0 vvm, it was hardly detectable.

3.5 Conclusions

1. For the unaerated solid-liquid system, good agreement was 

obtained regarding the dependency of N^g on various parameters, 

in line with Zwietering's correlation. The observed N^g values 

also agreed closely with those predicted by this correlation.

2. Aeration at N^g caused some sedimentation of solids and a 

higher impeller speed was required to resuspend the particles.
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Drastic sedimentation of solids was, however, not observed. 

NjS generally increased with increasing gassing rate though 

the trend showed a diminished effect at higher gas loadings. 

The relationship between and D, X and d^ for the three- 

phase system was found to be similar for the solid-liquid 

case. The exception to this was particle density for which a 

lower dependency was observed.
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CHAPTER 4. POWER CONSUMPTION

4.1 Introduction

The power consumed in stirred vessel reactors is one of the 

most important design parameters. In this respect,p/v (power per unit 
volume) has been used with a greater balance of success as a scale-up 

criterion than many others that would have been selected. It has been 

the subject of extensive investigation for both liquid and gas-liquid 

systems, and to a lesser extent, in the case of solid-liquid systems. 

Although three-phase gas-solid-liquid reactors are very important 

industrially for many types of polymerisation and hydrogenation reactions, 

as well as for biological fermentations, power dissipation in these 

processes is much less well understood; no doubt, because of the 

relative complexity of the hydrodynamics of these processes.

For efficient gas-liquid mixing sufficient turbulent interaction 

between gas and liquid must be generated in the impeller zone as well 

as ensuring adequate transport and dispersion to all other regions of 

the vessel. The impeller speed, defines the start of this condition.

In solid-liquid mixing the main requirement is usually to ensure that 

there is complete suspension of all the solids material, in order to 

expose the maximum surface. The lowest limit of this condition is 

defined by the minimum suspension speed, N^g. When there are three 

phases present, both criteria must be satisfied simultaneously.

In this chapter, a detailed study is made of the power

consumption in a three phase system (gas-solid-liquid), and from this,

some interpretation are made concerning the complex interaction state

between the solid and gas phases. The power characteristics of gas-

liquid systems are only treated briefly, since this subject has been
(25 )adequately reviewed elsewhere' . Solid-liquid systems provide an
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important basis for understanding power effects in three-phase mixing 

and are therefore reviewed more extensively,

4.2 Literature Survey

4.2.1 Gas-Liquid Systems

Power consumption in a gas-liquid stirred tank is heavily

dependent on the size of large gas cavities formed behind the impeller

blades. Much effort has been expended in developing a greater understanding

of the fundamental processes involved in their formation. These

studies^^^  ̂ have shown that, in the absence of gas, a low pressure

liquid filled region is formed behind the blades of a rotating disc

turbiné impeller. On sparging gas into the vessel, these regions become

filled with gas and experiences an increase in pressure. This causes a

reduced drag-effect, producing a drop in impeller power consumption.
(27 28 29)Several workers' » »  ̂ have demonstrated that the nature

and the size of the cavities is dependent on both the impeller speed

and gas flow. At constant impeller speed, three types of gas cavity

were observed as the gas rate was varied. Van't Riet^^^^ identified

three regions on a plot of dimensionless power ratio (Po^/Po) vs.

Flow Number (FI) at constant N, which corresponded to vortex, clinging

and large cavities. The reduction in power caused by increasing gas

flow was attributed to the formation of more large cavities. More
( 31 )recently, Warmoskerken et al. have suggested that three large

cavities are formed simultaneously, causing a definite drop in the

power consumption at a given gas rate.

The mechanism of gas inflow and bubble dispersion from the
(27 30)cavities has been fully described in the literature * . Nienow

(32) . . .  ,et al. observed minima and maxima conditions for the Po^/Po vs. FI

family of curves at constant gas flow rate. From visual observations,

the minimum was found to correspond to a flooding point, defined as
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the condition at which the gas is just dispersed in the upper and lower 

halves of the tank. Beyond this point, the impeller cannot handle the 

amount of gas which is sparged into the vessel and very inefficient 

dispersion performance is obtained. This observation was recently
(7 )

confirmed by Chapman . The maximum point on the curve corresponded

to the condition at which gas bubbles are recirculated back to the

impeller zone. The region between the maximum and minimum has also
(33 )been described as the efficient mixing regime' ,

The idea of an efficient mixing regime was utilised by 
(25)Kobbacy' to explain the discrepancies among various power correlations. 

He demonstrated that the impeller power consumption depended on the 

region of mixing and that failure to discriminate in this way was a 

primary reason for the lack of agreement in previous results. A 

measure of impeller dispersion efficiency was defined which was used to 

identify the different regimes of gas-liquid mixing. From this, an 

estimate of the degree of flooding or recirculation was obtained. This 

led to the development of more accurate correlations for the prediction 

of power consumption.

The variation of power is, therefore, largely determined by 

the gas-liquid hydrodynamics in the impeller region whilst the 

dispersion capability of the impeller is mainly dependent on the 

regime of mixing.

4.2.2 Solid-Liquid Systems

Despite the numerous investigations that have been made of 

solid-liquid mixing in stirred tanks, little attempt has been made to 

correlate slurry Power Number with Reynolds Number. Most workers were 

only interested in the minimum power required to suspend the solids 

and only a few investigators^^^  ̂ have considered the variation of 

Po with Re. Not surprisingly, therefore, very little data exists
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concerning the influence of slurry properties on power consumption for 

impeller speeds above N^g. Thus, an adequate representation of the 

power consumption characteristics for the mixing of settling suspensions 

has not been established.
(39 )

According to Rushton et al.' , the impeller power is 

independent of fluid density in the laminar region (Se<10), but is

directly proportional to it in the transition and turbulent ranges.
(22 )It has been suggested ' that power correlations obtained for 

homogeneous fluids can be applied to solid-liquid systems if an 

appropriate density is chosen. In this respect, some authors^^'^^^ 

have employed the average mixture density in order to evaluate the 

Power Number for solid-liquid mixing. Their experimental data showed 

that this method to be valid. However, other i n v e s t i g a t i o n s ^ ^ ^ * ^  

indicate that Po does not increase in a manner corresponding to the 

overall bulk density effect. Herringe found that the average 

density of the slurry, p , passing through the impeller zone varied 

with impeller speed. This was selected as the appropriate density to 

use in the definition of Power Number,

i.e. Po — ^ ~ c 4.1
p nV

*
To overcome the difficulty in actually measuring p , he used an

approach similar to that proposed by Nagata^^^^. An apparent Power 
*

Number, Po , was calculated from

Po* = ------------------------------------------- 4.2

where P is the bulk density defined as \ m

Cm = "fs + 4.3
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By combining Eqns. 4,1 and 4.2, the following expression is obtained:

4.4
m

Since Po is constant for a homogeneous fluid in the turbulent region,
*

and independent of Re, any deviations of Po from Po should therefore 

reflect variations in the density of the mixture passing through the 

impeller zone. When Eqn. 4.4 was plotted against Re, four distinct 

regions could be identified, as depicted in Fig. 4.1.

Po
Po

82

Re

Fig. 4.1 Suspension Regimes for Slurry Mixing, according 

to Herringe^^^).
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These regimes corresponded to the progressive stages of solids 

suspension characteristics and are explained as follows:

Region A : Power consumed is high due to reduced off-bottom 

clearance caused by solids settling out.

Region 81 : Only partial suspension of solids. The effectiveness 

of baffles is greatly reduced by localised deposition 

of solids, leading to pre-rotation of fluid and a 

decrease in bulk circulation.
*

Region 82: More particles are lifted from the base. Po

increases and eventually reaches a maximum when 

complete solids suspension is achieved.

Region C : As agitation is further increased, solids tend to

concentrate near the wall due to centrifuging action. 

The density around the impeller is also decreased.

The fact that the peak in the Region 82 corresponded very closely to 

visually observed values of lends further support to this 

explanation.
( 38 )Chudacek'  ̂ has recently argued that the use of the liquid 

height instead of the lower slurry-liquid interface could lead to an 

underestimate of in Eqn. 4.4. However, determination of this

parameter is usually difficult and not always possible. For conditions 

at, or above, the slurry-liquid interface is either absent, or

very similar to the actual suspension height, provided the density of 

the solid phase is not too high.

Information on the effect of viscosity is understandably more 

sparse, because this parameter is only important in the laminar 

region^^^) where mixing is relatively poor and should be avoided^^^\ 

Furthermore, the viscosity characteristics of suspensions, particularly 

where the solids settle out easily, are complicated, and not readily
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evaluated by standard viscometry techniques. It has been suggested^

that power characteristics obtained for non-Newtonian fluids can be
( 35 )applied to solid-liquid mixing. Kohler and Estrin' * employed an

expression, established by Orr and Dallavalle^^^\ to compute the

apparent viscosity for use with Po-Re plots. Their results showed that

the approach was reasonable. In his studies of the hydrodynamic
( 37 )behaviour of suspensions in stirred tanks, Ueinspach' ' assumed that 

the slurry could be regarded as a quasihomogeneous fluid with Newtonian 

viscosity characteristics. He measured the viscosity of the suspensions 

with a Brookfield rotary viscometerand showed that the results were 

applicable for sPlids concentration up to 30^ v/v.

From the previous discussion, it is important to emphasize the 

need to accurately represent the effective physical properties of a 

solid-liquid suspension. This is because the Power Number in an agitated 

system is primarily influenced by these properties in the neighbourhood 

of the impeller. A study of the variation of Po with these density and 

•viscosity' parameters could provide additional insight into the state 

of solid-liquid suspensions in stirred vessels. The results of the 

present work were obtained mainly in the turbulent mixing region and 

attention is therefore directed primarily to the density parameter.

4.2.3 Gas-Solid-Liquid Systems

Most of the available publications^^*^*^’ on three-phase 

systems are primarily concerned with the power requirements for just 

suspending the solids. Little attempt has been made to investigate the 

variation of Po^ with increasing impeller speed and solids concentration, 

after has been reached.

Blakeborough and co-workers^  ̂were the first workers to

publish data on power consumption in a gas-solid-liquid agitated 

vessel. They employed a disc turbine to disperse gas into a slurry
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prepared from paper-pulp of up to 1 % solids concentration. Results

obtained showed that, at low gassing rates, the ratio of gassed power

to ungassed power (P^/P) decreased sharply with increasing solids

concentration. At higher Q. ,the drop in P /P was less significant.G g
This behaviour was explained as being due to increased coalescence of

gas bubbles, and hence a greater holdup, in the vicinity of the

impeller. Visual observations supported this argument, since they

noticed that the pulp tended to move away from the impeller shaft,

leaving the majority of the gas bubbles to congregate in the impeller

region. Circulation in the fluid was said to be restricted by the

solids. They also pointed out that the gas—handling capacity of the

impellers could be related to the rheological behaviour of the fluid.

The reduction in circulation and gas dispersion in the presence
f 18 1of solids was also reported by Arbiter et al.' •' in their mixing

studies concerned with flotation. They concluded that power consumption

was lowered by aeration but increased with increasing mass concentration

of solids in the suspension. Hardly any effect was observed due to

particle size or impeller clearance. However, their observation that

a sudden drop in Po /Po occurred at a critical value of FI is most
9

probably restricted to their flotation cells which had a shrouded 

impeller arrangement.
(19 )Queneau et al. * also briefly looked at the variation of

Pg/P with FI and found that for Pg/P<0.5, a flooding region existed

in which sedimentation of solids was likely to occur.

Investigations of the fluid dynamics of stirred three-phase

reactors by Wiedmann et al.^^'^^ has demonstrated that, under aerated

condition, a higher power consumption was necessary to maintain solids
( 4 )in suspension. They also confirmed Kurten and Zehner's finding that 

any further increase in gassing rates increased the power. Increasing
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solids concentration required an increase in power, whereas particle

size was found to be insignificant (at low solids loading). The flooding

behaviour was studied visually and it was observed that the effect of

particle concentration was very slight. A sudden increase in power

occurred when the flooding condition was approached. They suggested

that this could be used to identify the flooding point.

The effect of various parameters on the impeller speed at which

the gas phase is completely dispersed, and the corresponding gassed
(7 )Power Number, was studied by Chapman , who investigated a wide range

of tank size, impeller types and particle concentration. F or the disc 

turbine impeller, particle size and density were found to have a

negligible effect on N^^ and Po^ (at low concentrations). At impeller 

speeds above N^g, particle concentration had a relatively small effect 

and the Po^ values were all very similar. However, if the particles 

were only partially suspended, Po^ decreased significantly as particle 

concentration increased. This trend was attributed to the reduced 

impeller clearance produced at low speeds. The small difference in Po^ 

(based on liquid properties) at N^g could not be explained solely by 

the increase in the overall density of the slurry, thereby indicating 

that the dispersion was not homogeneous. It was also observed that the 

minimum in the Po^-Fl plot corresponding to N^^ was achieved at lower 

speeds for concentrations greater than 15^. Once again, the lower 

impeller clearance was given as the reason for this effect. Chapman's 

work therefore affirms the results obtained by previous workers that a 

greater power input is required to achieve suspension of solids under 

aerated conditions.

In summary, the small amount of data available suggests that 

Po^ for gas-solid-liquid mixing is largely dependent on the state of 

solids suspension and gas dispersion. This implies that, as in the
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case of two-phase systems, variation of power in a three-phase system 

is influenced by the conditions around the impeller zone. However, 

more work is needed to identify the conditions governing these effects.

4.3 Results and Discussion

4.3.1 Unqassed Liquid Systems

In previous mixing studies, the height of the fluid in the 

vessel, H, was usually maintained at the same value as that of the tank 

diameter. So far, little effort has been taken to systematically 

investigate the dependence of power consumption on H, although a few

(10,43) havg suggested that it has little, or no effect. On theworkers

other hand, Sverak and Hruby (44) reported that by increasing H, the

Reynolds Number at which surface aeration occurs, Re^^, is increased.

In the present work, H was increased to 1.25T to suppress 

surface aeration and thereby extend the operating range. The effect of 

this increase was briefly examined by measuring the impeller power for 

both H=T, and H=1.25T, with the impeller clearance fixed at H/4 in 

each case. Results obtained are presented in Fig. 4.2. As expected, 

they show that surface aeration is delayed by increasing H for the 

larger two impellers (D/T=0.50 and 0/1=0.625). Increasing H by 10% 

produces an increase in Re^^ of approximately 15%. This is shown in 

Table 4.1, but no effect was observed for the smallest impeller (o/T= 

0.375).

Table 4.1 Effect of h/T on Po and Re

^°HAX R=SA
^4X 10

1.00 1.25 1.00 1.25

0.375 4.75 5.50 8.5 8.5

0.500 5.10 5.50 8.0 9.0

0.625 5.00 4.50 7.5 10.0
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Table 4,1 also shows that H has an effect on the

maximum value of Po. Po^^^ is increased for the two smaller impellers

but is reduced for the largest one. It is unclear why the power

characteristics should behave differently for the different sized
(23)impellers, though Brodkey' has reported that Po could vary between 

4.8 and 5.5 in the turbulent region. There is therefore the suggestion 

that perhaps there is a range of Po^^^ values which could be achieved, 

depending on system geometry. Recently, Brown^^^^ measured the power 

consumed in a production-scale fermenter, which had a liquid height 

approximately 10^ larger than the vessel diameter. Data presented 

showed that POj^^^varied between 3.04 and 5.59 for three sizes of 

impellers used. The two larger impellers gave lowest Po^^^ values. It 

appears, therefore, that D/T is an important factor to be considered 

when H/T varies above 1. However, the amount of results here is very 

small and it is, therefore, not possible to establish any trends. More 

work is required to be definitive on the effect of H on Po.

4.3.2 Gas-Liquid Systems

Gassed power data were obtained for the impeller of size 

0=0.1016m. These are shown in Fig.4.3 to illustrate the trends. As 

can be seen, the now familiar family of curves were produced, with 

both maxima and minima conditions present. No significant differences

were obtained when h/T was reduced to 1.0

4.3.3 Solid-Liquid Systems

Solid- liquid mixing power characteristics for the three sizes 

of impeller are plotted in Figs. 4.4 to 4.7, using liquid properties 

for the evaluation of Po and Re. The effect of particle concentration 

is evident from the fact that there is a series of curves, all very 

similar in shape to that for a homogeneous fluid. This therefore 

confirms the inadequacy of the Po-Re representation based on liquid
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Po

fjg for x=5% X=30%

10
20
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Re X 10~4

Fig, 4«4 Effect of Solids Concentration on Po 
( D=0,0762 m, Ion Resin , 6^=780 jim)
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for X=5% X=30%2

1
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Re X 1 0 " 4
Fig. 4*5 Fffect of Solids Concentration on Po 

( D=0.1016 m, Ion Resin , dp=780 pm) 
( Symbols as in Fig. 4« 4 )
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Fig. 4*6 Effect of Solids Concentration on Po
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Fig, Zf.7 Effect of Solids Concentration on Po

( D=G,133 m
( Symbols as in Fig. 4.6 )
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Glass Ballotini, dp=1300 pm)
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The results indicate that, at the highest solids loading (40% to 

50% w/w), 'laminar' flow mixing appears to persist up to very high Re 

(as indicated by the -1.0 slope of the experimental data). The power plots 

give the impression that they have been shifted to the right along the 

axis. An increase in effective viscosity of the suspension could be 

responsible for this. If a suitable apparent viscosity of the suspension 

can be obtained, all of the data in the 'laminar' range could possibly 

be made to coincide.

Several previous attempts have been made to characterize the 

effective viscosity of settling suspensions in terms of the physical

properties. These have been summarized elsewheré^^^^*^^^). Most of thèse 

investigations were restricted to suspensions of rigid smooth spheres.

The approach adopted was to relate the effective viscosity in terms of 

the volumetric concentration of the suspended particles. Essentially, the 

correlation approach is simply a development of the original work by 

E i n s t e i n ^ \  which does not take account of interaction between particles 

occurring under hindered settling conditions. Numerous empirical 

correlations have thus been proposed but there is little agreement 

between them. Rutgers^^^^^ has suggested that the scatter present in the 

experimental data of previous workers was largely due to experimental 

error which he proposed could be eliminated by simply averaging-out the 

data. This is a crude solution which could itself be fraught with errors.

On the other hand Thomas^^^^^ used various extrapolation procedures to 

reduce the data on to a single curve. There is fairly good agreement 

between the curves of Rutgers and Thomas up to about X'=25% v/v, but at 

higher concentrations there is a rapid divergence.

Jeffrey and Acrivos^^^^^ argued that both Rutgers and Thomas 

should have considered other factors such as non-Newtonian flow behaviour, 

thermal, electrical and van der Waals forces which would have contributed 

to the discrepancies. In particular, the non-Newtonian effect is very 

important at high solids concentration. Nevertheless if one examines the
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average curves of Rutgers and Thomas for X' up to 25% v/v (which is the 

limit of the present work) they can be approximated fairly well by;

M  e r r  + 0.055X') 4.6

where - effective viscosity of suspension

X' - solids volumetric concentrations

Thus using Eqn. 4.6 for various X' are calculated as shown in

Appendix E. If these viscosity values are used to calculate the impeller 

Re in Figs. 4.4 to 4.7 then 'laminar' flow mixing still persists up to Re
4

of approximately 10 . It is difficult to accept that truly laminar flow 

can be achieved at such high Re. Certainly, the impeller must experience 

a high effective viscosity for the apparent 'laminar' trend to be obtained.

It is important to emphasize at this point that Eqn. 4.6 assumes that all 

the solids are uniformly suspended. However for the suspension is

not homogeneous (reported in Chapter 3). Particularly in the case of glass 

ballotini the lower portion of the vessel has a much higher X' than the

assumed mean value. Thus the effective viscosity in this region would be

much greater than that evaluated from Eqn. 4.6. Maron and c o - w o r k e r s ^ ^ ^ ^  

who m e a s u r e d o f  slurries up to X'=60% using capillary and rotation 

methods have found that^^^^ could be as high as 0.1 Nsm With such a

high value of the impeller Re would then be reduced to the 30-100

range which is the laminar or transitional laminar flow region.

Returning to Figs. 4.4 to 4.7, once has been attained, the 

curves approach that of a turbulent homogeneous fluid but are vertically 

displaced, with higher values of Po^^^ as X increases. In order to 

investigate the variation of density around the impeller zone, as impeller 

speed is varied, the data was subjected to the treatment proposed by 

Herringe^^^). Figs. 4.8 to 4.11 depict the dependence of Po*/Po on Re. Po* 

was calculated using the bulk density defined in Eqn. 4.3. For the purpose 

of illustration, evaluation of Re was based on the liquid properties.

The data in this form lends support to the view that the density
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Fig. /f.8 Power Number Ratio for 0.1016m Impeller
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Fig. 4.9 Power Number Ratio for 0.1016m Impeller
(Ion Resin ,4^=780 p m ) (Symbols as in Fig. 4.8)
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Fig. 4.10 Power Number Ratio for 0.0762m Impeller

(Ion Resin ,8^=780 pm) (Symbols as in Fig. 4.8)
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Po
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Ny^ for X=10% X=50%

Re X 10
Fig. 4.11 Power Number Ratio for 0.133m Impeller

(Glass Ballotini,dp=1300 pm) (Symbols as in Fig. 4.8)
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around the impeller zone varies with impeller speed. Generally, the

density is lower than (i.e. Po /Po < 1.0) for and even at
*

higher speeds than this. Only after slightly exceeding does Po /Po 

approach a value of 1.0, i.e. the density of the suspension is equal 

to ^ This suggests that complete homogeneity of the slurry is not 

achieved until N > N^g, which is in agreement with previous observations. 

Thus, evaluation of Po based on is only valid if the solids are 

uniformly dispersed in the fluid rather than just completely suspended.

A further outcome is that the results could be utilized in conjunction 

with visual observation to identify the different stages of particle 

suspension in à mixing vessel. However, further investigation will be 

necessary to confirm this approach.

4.3.4 Gas-Solid-Liquid Systems

4.3.4.1 Low Solids Concentrations (x ̂  30%)

As in the case of a two-phase system, it is assumed that power

consumption in gas-solid-liquid mixing is also primarily influenced

by the hydrodynamic condition around the impeller zone. Therefore,

examination of the variation of Po with aeration rate and solids9
concentration should provide an indication of this condition. 

Representation of Po^ is, however, complicated by the presence of a 

third phase. The interactions between the phases is very complex and 

until the processes are fully understood, it is not possible to 

quantify the physical behaviour of the dispersion. The simplest 

approach, adopted by Wiedmann et al.^^^ and Chapman^^^, is to employ 

the physical properties of the liquid to evaluate Po^. Using this 

method, the results obtained are presented in Fig. 4.12. A series of 

plots is obtained, with each particle concentration producing one 

graph. At this particular gas rate used(Q^=1.07 vvm), the trends 

exhibited are generally applicable, irrespective of impeller size and
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solids properties. The figure shows that, for concentration up to 2 0 % ,

Po^ decreases with increasing particle concentration, with the effect

more pronounced for N < At X=15% and X=20%, the positions of the

minima corresponding to the speed at which the gas phase is considered

to be just dispersed, are shifted to the right. This is in agreement 
( 7 )with Chapman , who attributed the effect to the presence of an 

unsuspended bed of solids. With a reduced impeller clearance produced 

in this way, the gas can be dispersed efficiently at lower speeds. The 

formation of this 'false bottom' is also the most likely explanation 

for the decrease of Po with increase in X.g
However, when X > 20%, Po^ undergoes a dramatic increase so 

that dispersion of gas is not achieved until much higher impeller 

speeds are reached. The sudden increase in Po^ is probably due to the 

fact (previously mentioned in Section 3.4.2.1) that the impeller is 

completely immersed in a bed of solids, with the result that most of 

the sparged gas by-passes the impeller. It is possible that under these 

conditions the concentration of solids in the impeller zone is so high 

that stable formation of gas cavities is prevented, as witnessed by 

large fluctuations in torque measurements. The resistance to motion 

presented by the bed of solids must also be overcome. As the impeller 

speed increases, more solids are suspended, thereby reducing the 

'crowding-out' effect of the solids in the vicinity of the impeller.

POg values then begin to fall rapidly so that a higher impeller speed 

is required to disperse the gas.

It is also interesting to note that with three-phase systems, 

all of the graphs level -off as F1 becomes very small. No distinct 

maximum occurs to mark the onset of gas recirculation. This suggests 

therefore, that the solids in some way inhibit the recirculation of 

gas. This is not unexpected, since the circulation velocity at a given 

impeller speed is reduced due to the increase in apparent viscosity
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of the suspension.

A Po^ vs. FI representation of power data is not totally 

satisfactory because it does not take into account the effect of 

density. Now, Po is not a constant in the turbulent region but is 

dependent on X. Therefore, a more correct method would be to plot Po^/Po 

(=p^/p) against FI. This representation should allow a more useful 

examination to be made of any significant effect the presence of solids 

might have had on the gas-liquid hydrodynamics. Fig. 4.13 to Fig. 4.16 

illustrate the modified results employing this approach. For the sake 

of clarity, only the data for X=5% and X=30% is shown; the results for 

the other concentrations lie between these two extremes. Other data 

which did not exhibit any significant effect of density and particle 

size has been omitted. It can be seen from these plots that both X and 

Qg have consistent effects on the ratio Po^/Po. It should be noted that 

the variation of Po^/Po with particle concentration is hardly altered 

by the attainment of complete solids suspension. Even at speeds much 

higher than N^^ when the dispersion should be fairly homogeneous, the 

pattern remains the same, particularly at the lowest aeration rate. 

Therefore, density alone does not fully account for the trends which 

are observed in the curves.

The overall trends of the results in Figs. 4.13 to 4.16 is 

summarized in Fiq. 4.17. The first observation is that Po /Po decreases
y

with increasing solids concentration. This effect is most pronounced 

at low values of Q^^Considering the results for Qr=0.36 vvm at X=5%, 

POg/Po has a value which is very similar to that of the gas-liquid 

system. When X is increased to 30%, there is a large drop in Po^/Po, 

which is present even at N >;• N^^. This observation is very similar to 

that made by Blakeborough and co-workers^^^'^^^ who argued that the 

reduction in Po^/Po was due to higher gas holdup in the vicinity of
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Fig. 4.14 Po^/Po against FI for 0.1016m Impeller
(Ion Resin ,d^^=780 pm) (Symbols as in Fig. 4.15)
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Fig. 4.16 Po /Po against FI for 0.135m Impeller 
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the impeller. In the light of present understanding of gas-liquid 

hydrodynamics in the impeller region, a more accurate description 

would be that the solids enhance the formation of larger gas cavities 

behind the impeller blades. Further confirmation of this effect is 

presented in the next section, which is concerned with very high solids 

concentration. Another fact which lends support to this explanation is

that,at Q =1.79vvm, increases in X do not affect the Po /Po values.C 9
At these high gas rates, stable large gas cavities are formed in the 

gas-liquid system. Increasing the concentration of solids under these 

conditions would not be expected to significantly affect the size of 

gas cavity, since the maximum size of a cavity will have been reached.

To illustrate this, the data is replotted in Fig. 4.18, with Q|̂  the 

variable, whilst holding N ( »  constant. The results of

Blakeborough and Hamer^^^^ are also reproduced here, as shown in Fig.

4.19. Comparing both figures, it can be seen that there is good 

agreement, especially at the lower gassing rates. The power curves for 

gas-liquid systems have been fairly well described^ ^. Variation

of POg/Po with FI is associated with the different stages of cavities 

growth behind the stirrer blades (see Section 4.2.1). The initial 

drop corresponds mainly to the formation of clinging cavities, whereas 

the levelling-off at high FI values reflects the attainment of maximum 

cavity size. Applying this explanation to the three-phase system, at 

high solids concentrations, it follows that the sharp initial decrease 

in Po /Po could only be due to the formation of much larger gas 

cavities compared to the gas-liquid system. A further comment is that, 

for the above to be valid, the solids between the sparger and the impeller 

must be sufficiently suspended so that the gas can reach the impeller. 

Otherwise, by-passing will take place, as mentioned earlier. This 

condition is not the same as but very close to it.
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The positions of the maxima and minima in Fig. 4.17 are 

consistent with what has already been said concerning the suppression, 

or hindrance, of bubbles motion in the dispersion by the solids.

4.3. 4.2 High Solids Concentrations ( 40% é: X ,4: 50%)

Results for this concentration range are illustrated in Figs. 

4.20 and 4.21 for glass ballotini particles only. If a 40% slurry of 

ion exchange resin particles had been used, this would have produced 

a near-settled bed of solids with no supernatant liquid above it. It 

is clear from these two figures that the power ratio characteristics 

are quite different from those at the lower concentration. Fig. 4.20

demonstrates that, Po^ does not start to fall-off rapidly ( q ^=1.07vvm 

and =1.79vvm) until the impeller speed reaches a certain value. In 

this region, Po^ is mainly dependent on impeller speed and is 

insensitive to gassing rate. Comparison of these results with Fig. 4.16 

shows that the Po^/Po values are generally much lower ( e.g. 0.35 cf. 

0.55 for conditions at Fl=0.015,q^=1.79vvm). This suggests that the 

previous explanation concerning the formation of larger stable gas 

cavities under conditions of lower solids concentration is not 

applicable here. It appears that the mechanism of formation of gas 

cavities and/or the nature of the cavities themselves have been 

altered under such high solids loadings. In order to provide further 

insight into the hydrodynamics flow conditions around the impeller, 

power measurements were made under unsteady-state conditions (details 

of this are given in Chapter 4). Fig. 4.22 demonstrates the transient 

power response following a step input change of gas and also a down

ward step change of similar magnitude. Two observations can be made, 

^irst, is that, it takes approximately 10 seconds for the gassed power

to attain a steady-state value, P . This implies that the formation  ̂ gss
and growth of the cavities is a fairly slow process. Secondly, it
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concerns the stranye response to the negative step change after Pgss
has been reached. P -P does not return to zero after the gas has been9
switched off, but remains at the previous steady-state value, P 

Fluctuations in the torque measurements were also diminished. Normally, 

these measurement fluctuations are associated with the gas dispersion 

activity in the impeller region. Obviously, they would tend to 

disappear when Increasing the impeller speed or leaving the

system in operation on its own for a prolonged period ( t > 1 5  mins.) 

did not restore P to its original ungassed value.

Clearly then, the formation of gas cavities in the high solids 

concentration range are quite different from those formed under low 

solids concentration conditions. Both the longer time required for the 

growth of stable gas cavities and the attainment of lower P /p values 

indicate the formation of much larger gas cavities when the solids 

concentration is very high. It is possible that all the six gas cavities 

are enjoined together, creating a 'trapped' reservoir of gas below the 

disk of the impeller, or else completely enveloping the whole impeller, 

thus effectively producing a single large gas bubble. This would then 

explain why switching off the gas did not return the power to its 

ungassed level.

4.3.4.3 Overall Considerations

The results demonstrate the enormous complexity of the hydro- 

dynamic conditions existing in the neighbourhood of the impeller. An 

attempt is made here to rationalize and explain the complex power 

characteristics of a three-phase mixing system. In Fig. 4.23, the

effect of solids concentration on Po /Po for the whole range of
9

concentration is presented.

examination of the existing literature on gassed power 

consumption in stirred tanks reveals that there is a very close
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resemblance between the three-phase mixing results and those reported

For the mixing of highly viscous (both Newtonian and non-Newtonian)

systems. To-date, very little work has been published in this area,

but there is fair agreement concerning the effect of viscosity on

gassed power. The formation of gas cavities in viscous systems

agitated by disc turbine impellers has been studied visually for

Newtonian^^^) and non-Newtonian^^^*^^*^^) fluids. Uan't Riet^^^^

observed that the shape of these cavities was different from those in

a low viscosity acqueous system. For a non-Newtonian system, Yagi and

Yoshida^^^^ and Solomon et al.^^^^ noticed that distribution of gas

in the vicinity of the impeller was poor. This was because the impeller

was rotating in a volume of gas of flattened doughnut-shape. Gassed
( 47 )power measurements by Ranade and Ulbrecht showed that the reduction

in power on aeration was only appreciable above a certain Reynolds

Number. However, once this had been achieved, the cavities remained

stable, even after gas flow had ceased. This insensitivity of power

consumption to gas flow rate has also been reported by other

w o r k e r s ^ \  Investigations by Kiple^^^^ and Machon et al.^^^^

have also demonstrated the marked lowering effect on Po when more
9

viscous systems are used.

The variation of Po /Po with solids concentration in Fig. 4.23
9̂

is now explained in terms of the rheological-viscous effect produced. 

The graph is divided into three regions as follows:

Region A —  There is a gradual reduction of Po^/Po as
(0^<X<C30%) solids concentration increases, which is due 

to an increase in the apparent viscosity of 

the three-phase suspension. At the same time, 

larger stable gas cavities are produced. The 

fact that the effect of viscosity is gradual
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 ̂5 2 jis supported by observations made by Dldshue''

He found that the viscosity of a coal-slurry 

was only increased substantially after X
( 37 )exceeded 35%. Data published by Weinspach '

has also shown that for suspensions up to

25% v/v the Theol og y  is e s s e nt i al l y Newtonian.

Region C —  The behaviour of these three-phase suspensions

(40/o ^ X ^ 50%) is highly non-Newtonian. Here, there is a

large reduction in Po /Po (which also occurs
9

at lower gas rates). Furthermore, the gas

cavities remain stable, even when C^=. 0.

Region B —  This region, viewed as a discontinuity between

regions A and C, was reproducible for different 

impellers, particle size and gassing rates. It 

is unclear what the reason is for this behaviour 

but a plausible explanation is maybe that the 

mechanism of cavity formation is in a transient 

phase. It could be that a single large gas 

bubble is formed by coalescence of the six 

large cavities, but which is of smaller 

dimensions than that formed in region C.

4.4 Conclusions

(1) Preliminary investigations have shown that the single 

phase power consumption is significantly affected by the 

D/T ratio when h /T is greater than 1.0. The possibility 

of arriving at an optimum arrangement with appreciable 

reduction in power warrants further study.

(2) For solid-liquid mixing in the turbulent region, Po only 

coincides with the value for a corresponding homogeneous
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fluid if uniform particle suspension is achieved. 

Generally, this requires that the impeller speed be 

higher than

(3) In three-phase mixing, there is a complex interaction 

between the solid particles and gas bubbles in the 

immediate vicinity of the impeller, which has a 

significant effect on the measured power. Utilizing the 

present knowledge of gas-liquid hydrodynamics and 

rheological behaviour of the two-phase slurries, it is 

possible to explain certain features of three-phase 

power characteristics. It is concluded that the nature 

and mechanism of cavity formation is largely dependent 

on the effective viscosity of the suspension. This 

viscosity effect increases with increasing particle 

concentration, becoming non-Newtonian at concentrations 

higher than about 30% w/w.
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CHAPTER 5. DYNAMICAL POWER STUDIL5

5.1______ Introduction

Impeller power measurements and visual studies of the 

hydrodynamic conditions around the impeller zone have, to-date, been 

mainly carried out under steady-state conditions. The alternative 

dynamic approach, which is somewhat more complicated experimentally, 

has largely been ignored. A study of the dynamical characteristics of 

the impeller power consumption should, however, be capable of yielding 

further information on the formation of the gas cavities. Indeed, it 

pould be.a,very useful approach for investigating gas-sùlid-liqüid 

systems because direct visual observation of conditions in the 

vicinity of the impeller is very difficult, if not impossible.

Greaves and Economides^^^^ and Kobbacy^^^^ have measured the 

impeller power response in gas-liquid mixing, following a step change 

in the gas flowrate. Kobbacy’s results generally confirmed the earlier 

work, which showed that the initial rapid decrease in gassed power was 

dependent on the impeller diameter, impeller speed and gas flowrate.

It was suggested by Kobbacy that the process of gas cavity

formation could be represented by first order dynamics. Values of the

time constant,X., were then estimated from the transient impeller

power responses using the standard 63.2% response value. Starting

from an ungassed initial condition and employing positive step inputs

it was found that with increasing impeller speed, X  increased up to a

maximum value. This maximum corresponded closely to the speed at which

gas recirculation commenced. Further increase in impeller speed

reduced the value o f X .  It was suggested that the initial rise of X

was due to the increased rate at which gas was discharged from the

impeller, leading to a delay in gas cavity formation. However, recent
( 55 )work of Warmoskerken and Smith has shown that larger gas cavities
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are formed at higher stirrer speeds. Therefore, it is more likely 

that the increase in cavity size is responsible for the increasing 

effect on X . Kobbacy also found that, at constant impeller speed, the 

steady-state was achieved more rapidly with larger step inputs. Thus, 

the process dynamics of cavity formation is essentially described by 

the rate of gas inflow and outflow.

An attempt was made to estimate the impeller dispersion 

efficiency (see Section 4.2.1) from the measured time constants. 

Comparison with steady-state estimates of the dispersion efficiency 

showed that there was good agreement for the largest impeller size

(d/ t = 0.564) but less so for the smaller impellers.

A first-order lumped parameter model was finally developed to 

describe the dynamics of the gas flow through the impeller region.

The model assumed that the process could be represented physically by 

a process of filling the cavities, with the outflow of gas represented 

by a linear resistance.

The dynamic viewpoint established by Kobbacy demonstrates the 

possibility of estimating the size of the gas cavity from the transient 

power response. Thus, at steady-state, when there is no recirculation 

of gas,

"CA = ; X 5])

3where - average volume of a gas cavity, m
3 -I0^ - gas flowrate, m s

n - number of impeller blades

This approach is used to evaluate for the gas-liquid system. It

is then extended to three-phase mixing in order to study the effect 

of the solids on gas cavity formation.
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5. 2_____ L xperimental

The general layout of equipment is fully described in Chapter 2 

and details of the measurement arrangement for dynamic testing are 

given in fig. 5,1. A solenoid valve (SV) was used to introduce a step 

change in gas flowrate, the height of which was controlled by a 

needle valve (iMV). The MACSYM II data acquisition system was used to 

record the step input and resulting impeller power response. These 

were sampled at a speed of 20 Hz. The dynamics of the instruments, 

signal conditioning box, and computer circuits, were much faster 

compared with those of the process, and hence could be neglected.

For convenience, the results are plotted as P^(t) - P(G)

against t, where P^(t) is the dynamic gassed power (t>G) and P(G) is

the initial steady-state ungassed power (t<G ). Prior to carrying out

a dynamical test, the steady-state conditions were first established.

An additional benefit of this testing procedure is that the error

associated with the measurement of frictional torque is automatically

subtracted out of the P (t) - P(Q) value.
Q

5 . 3______Results and Discussions

The presence of gas cavities acts to modify the pressure 

distribution behind the impeller blades^^^\ Values of V^^ calculated 

from Fqn. 5.1, therefore, need to be adjusted to take account of the 

prevailing pressure condition. No correction, however, has been made 

for two reasons. Firstly, data on the pressure distribution at the 

corresponding conditions is necessary for a proper and meaningful 

treatment of the results. This requires extensive experimental effort 

which is beyond the scope of the present work. Secondly, in the case 

of a large cavity, where the pressure rises almost to that of the

prevailing static pressure at the blade, the correction will in fact
.,(3U)oe small
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The following results presented are in the region where gas 

recirculation has not yet occurred. The small time delay associated 

with transport of gas through the line from the solenoid valve to the 

distributor and through into the impeller, has been omitted from the 

graphs.

5.3.1 Gas-Liquid System

Figs. 5.3 to 5.7 show some of the transient impeller power 

responses obtained for the three impellers at various speeds using 

different sizes of step input. The characteristics of this type of 

dynamic response have been described by Greaves et al.^^^\ The initial 

response undergoes a very rapid rise path which is relatively smooth. 

This portion of the response takes place over a short period and 

typically accounts for 50^ of the power change. Oscillations begin to 

appear towards the end of the response, i.e. after the initial fast 

rising portion. In terms of the total power change, these oscillations 

can be considered to be mainly associated with the minor portion of 

the response, but they dominate the later, slower portion, which 

affects the total response time.

If the responses are considered in terms of the formation and 

growth of gas cavities at the impeller blades, the response 

characteristics, as represented by the smooth curves, are consistent 

with the description given by Warmoskerken et for a 5-blade

disc turbine. The introduction of gas from an ungassed condition leads 

to the formation of clinging cavities which then rapidly grow to form 

large cavities. This transition from clinging to three large and three 

clinging cavities accounts for the largest change in power which is 

associated with the initial, relatively smooth, portion of the power 

response. As the cavities continue to grow the reduction in power is 

more yradual. The oscillatory behaviour present in the later stages of
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the response, as it approaches the new steady-state, is not readily 

explainable. Slight variations occurring in the gas flow supply to 

the sparger do not fully account for this. It is probable that the 

oscillatory power behaviour is associated with the dispersion of gas 

from the cavities. As gas bubbles are shed from the rear edge of the 

cavity, the size of the cavity is momentarily reduced, until the supply 

of gas compensates for this. Overall, the power response is well 

approximated by a first-order model, indicated by the smooth curves 

drawn in Figs. 5.3 to 5.7.

The values of T  estimated from the 63.2% change in the power

response are presented in Figs. 5.8 to 5.10. They confirm Kobbacy's 
(25)observation that the time constant increases with increasing

impeller speed, but decreases with increasing gas flowrate. The size 

of an individual gas cavity, can now be calculated. It is

convenient to present the results as:

CA,MAX

where \J is the maximum size of a gas cavity
L, H y I IM A

The lower estimate of the value of \J is obtained directly from
U M y I IMA

the impeller blade geometry. This is depicted in Fig. 2.2, 

represents the maximum volume between adjacent blades, as defined by 

the geometrical boundary of the impeller, i.e.

V = ICA.IIAX n (§)^ - ( ^ - ^ 1
2

7 5.3

Since n, the number of blades, is 6,

3
w - ^CA,nflX 160 5.A
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For the three impellers, the values of are:

D (m) 'iA.llAX '

0.0762 0.3

0.1016 19.9

0.1350 48.2

(The volume occupied by the disc is only significant for the smallest 

impeller and its value was therefore corrected accordingly. )

Figs. 5.11 to 5.13 show the values of obtained from the

measured time constants, using Eqns. 5.1 and 5.2. Over practically the 

whole range of gas flowrates, is close to 1.0 for the smallest

impeller when operating at the highest impeller speed (l\I=14 s "* ). For

the intermediate size impeller, when the gas flowrate is in the higher

part of the range, is also close to one when the impeller speed is

highest (n= 7,B s ^ ). This suggests that the impellers are close to 

flooding at these conditions, which is not true. Figs. 5.12 and 5.13 

show that for the two largest impellers reaches a maximum value at

a certain gas flowrate, i.e. the maximum stable cavity size has been 

attained^ \  Recently, Warmoskerken and Smith^^^^ measured the

total projected area, A, of all the cavities directly from photographs. 

They assumed that the total volume of the cavities was proportional to 

A. Their results, illustrated in Fig. 5.14, show that, at a certain 

gas flowrate, the cavities reach their maximum size. This is larger 

for the higher stirrer speed. The impeller used was a 6-blade disc

turbine of 0.176 m diameter (i.e. 0=0.0352 m).

A X 0.0352
CA 6 5.5
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The maximum volume of the yas cavity calculated from Eqn, 5.4 is

"CA.MAX = " 10"'

Converting Eqn. 5.5 to dimensionless form

= 5.48 X 1Ü"^A 5.6

Their data are replotted in Fig. 5.15 using Eqn. 5.6.

Both Fig. 5.13 and Fig. 5.15 demonstrate that there is a 

similar overall trend concerning the variation of \ J with Q^. The 

initial rise of corresponds to the growth of the gas cavities,

whereas the levelling-off at higher gas flowrates indicates that the 

cavities have reached their maximum size. In this latter respect, 

there is agreement concerning the effect of impeller speed. However, 

the data at lower gas flowrates do not agree with Warmoskerken and 

Smith's result. It is possible that the higher values of obtained

at higher impeller speeds may be the result of not correcting for the 

pressure condition at the blade, as mentioned previously. According to 

Uan't Riet^^^), a much larger pressure correction will be required for 

smaller cavities. However, there is a large difference between the two 

sets of U^A values. To some degree, this may also be due to differences 

in geometry and operating conditions.

In the case of Warmoskerken and Smith's results, the ratio 

between A and the total inter-blade area for their impeller (F1=0.04d, 

!\1=4 s \  Q^^l X 10 ^ m^s  ̂) is only about 10^. This is very low. They 

measured the projected area of the cavities from photographs, and 

accordingly, this could have produced a large measurement error. On 

the other hand, if one considers the photographs presented by Van't 

Riet^^^) for similar operating conditions, i.e. Fl=0.044, 0=0.076 m, 

N=12 s \  tne area ratio so estimated is approximately 40y'. This
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figure is comparable with the values obtained here.

5.3.2 Gas-Solid-Liquid System

From considerations of the previous results for the gas-liquid 

system, the discussion here is mainly confined to consideration of the 

results obtained for the largest impeller.

5.3.2.1 Low Solids Concentration (X430%)

Figs. 5.15 and 5.17 illustrate the effect of solids on the 

transient power response. Overall, the form of these responses remains 

unchanged as the concentration of solids increases. Oscillations are 

still found in the later portion of the response and are of similar 

magnitude to those which occurred in the gas-liquid case. These 

responses can also be approximated very well by a first order model. 

There are two differences, however, when comparison is made with the 

gas-liquid system. Firstly, at the lower gas flowrate, the steady- 

state value of Pg(t) - P(0) is much lower. Since the ungassed initial 

power, P(0), is very similar, the reduction must be due to smaller 

values of P^. At much higher gas rates (Fig. 5.17), there is little 

difference in the response , even compared to the gas-liquid case. 

Secondly, if the time constant values are plotted against solids 

concentration, as shown in Fig. 5.18, it can be seen that at the low 

gas rate, ~C generally increases with increasing X.

It is logical to consider that faster formation of gas

cavities should occur when the process of gas dispersion is hindered

by the presence of solids in the suspension. Therefore, the increase

in X  is an unexpected result. It appears then, that larger time

constants are produced because the size of the gas cavities is

increased. The values of M calculated from these time constants areuA
shown in Fig. 5.19. The greater fluctuations in the results at 

û„=:1.79 vvm reflects to some extent the difficulty of estimating
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when the process is changing more rapidly. For Q^=0.36 vvm, increasing 

X from 0% to 30̂ 1 causes a 20^ increase in the cavity size. This trend 

is in agreement with that obtained from the steady-state power 

measurements in Chapter 4. These showed that large gas cavities are 

formed .in the presence of solids at low gas flowrates. It was 

explained that the cavity enlargement could not occur in the gas- 

liquid system at high gas flowrates because the cavity had already 

attained its maximum size. The size of cavity is relatively small at 

lower and therefore further growth can take place.

5.3.2.2 High Solids Concentration (X>30^Q

The behaviour of the impeller power transient responses for 

solids concentrations above 30% are different from those at lower 

concentrations. Figs, 5.20 and 5.21 show the responses obtained for 

the two largest impellers. The overall shape of these profiles cannot, 

however, be satisfactorily representQd by a first order approximation, 

as was the case where X<30%.

The responses shown in Figs. 5.20 and 5.21 still exhibit a 

very fast initial decrease in impeller power. However, instead of a 

relatively smooth continuous response, the approach to the new steady- 

state value now appears to occur by a two-stage process. This is 

characterized by a transitional plateau state, which is very 

pronounced for the largest impeller case (Fig.5.21), but is also 

clearly evident for the smaller impeller (Fig. 5.20). Furthermore, 

the fluctuations present in the response at the final steady-state 

condition are relatively larger than observed previously at low solids 

concentrations. These results indicate that there is an increased 

complexity associated with the hydrodynamic flow conditions around 

the impeller where the solids concentration is very high. It is 

probable, therefore, that tne mechanism of gas cavity formation will
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also be altered from that discussed previously.

It is clear from the shape of the responses that a non-linear 

modelling approach would have to be necessary for a full analysis of 

the results. However, this is considered to be impractical at this 

stage of development, particularly in view of the limited amount of 

data available. Instead, a qualitative approach is adopted which 

allows some useful interpretation of the results to be made.

The main discussion is concentrated on the responses for the 

largest impeller since they demonstrate the two-stage response 

condition most clearly. Referring to Fig. 5.21, the responses rise 

rapidly to the initial ’steady-state condition' and remain there for 

a period of about 4 seconds before increasing again, more gradually, 

towards the final steady-state. The first stage of the response is 

completed in approximately 2 seconds whilst the second stage takes 

longer to complete, being about 4 s e c o n d s .  T h e  drop in power occurring 

between the first and second stages is approximately 2:1. Therefore, 

the cavity formation process associated with the first 'steady-state 

condition' is the most significant, vis-a-vis the reduction of impeller 

power. Surprisingly, the portion of the response between t=0 and the 

onset of the second steady-state condition is relatively smooth and 

free of oscillations. The oscillatory behaviour present in the final 

steady-state portion of the response may have been due to a non-linear 

forcing condition. However, it is more probable that the 'normal motion' 

of the gas cavities, as described in Section 5.3.1 previously, is 

responsible. The higher solids concentration appears to have increased 

this oscillatory effect when compared to that obtained at lower 

concentrations. There may also be an indication from this that the 

cavities formed under these conditions arc different from those which 

are produced at ioiiier concentrations or without solids. Finally, since
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the transition from the unyassed state to fully-developed cavity 

condition is relatively smooth, this suggests that the process is 

dominated by cavity growth.

A fully-detailed explanation of the impeller power transient 

responses is not possible based on the limited results obtained. 

However, what follows is considered to be a feasible description of 

the main response behaviour. The discussion of steady-state power 

measurements in Chapter 4 suggested that, for solids concentration 

above 40̂ 1, the whole impeller is surrounded by a doughnut-shaped gas 

bubble. It is this large cloud of gas which is considered to be 

responsible for the unusually large reduction in the impeller power. 

Consequently, the final steady-state condition is associated with this 

particular gassed state - that of a single large bubble. The fact that 

it requires a much longer time to reach this steady-state further 

supports this idea. The other v e r y  i m p o r t a n t  characteristic of this 

more gradual power response is the two-stage process by which it 

occurs.

It is reasonable to assume that, once gas is introduced, 

clinging cavities, similar to those found in a two-phase system, are 

immediately formed at all of the impeller blades. These continue to 

grow until they reach their maximum stable size as dictated by the 

prevailing operating conditions. This stage of six individual large 

gas cavities (or 3 large and 3 clinging) corresponds to the first 

'steady-state condition' of the transient response. Now, in a 

practical sense, virtually all the drag encountered by the impeller 

is experienced by the blades. It is to expect, therefore, that the 

major reduction in power will be associated with the gas cavity 

formation process, and in this case accounts for nearly 7Oy' of the 

total drop in impeller potuer. Fur thermore, since the rate of power
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reduction for the first stage is very rapid, this reinforces the view 

that the governing process is one of cavity growth. However, this 

first stage of the power response is only quasi-stable. After a short, 

but significant delay (approximately 2 seconds), the power then begins 

to decrease again. The cause of the instability leading to the 

development of the second stage of the power response is not fully 

explainable. However, the reduction in power which has already taken 

place will have significantly altered the rheology of the three-phase 

suspension. In particular, there will be an increase in solids 

concentration near to the impeller, giving rise to an increase in 

apparent viscosity. The time required for the suspension to readjust 

to this condition may infact be largely responsible for the extent of 

the 'transitional plateau' associated with the first stage power 

response. However, the increased viscosity effect will tend to give 

rise to further cavity growth and eventually coalescence/bridging 

between adjacent cavities, thereby leading to the formation of a 

single large bubble. The second stage power response is largely 

dependent on the growth process of this single large bubble, or 

alternatively, if this stage is not reached, by continued further 

growth of individual large cavities.

The responses in Fig. 5.21 can be represented by two separate 

first-order processes, as shown in Fig. 5.22. The time constant of 

each stage is then evaluated individually using the standard method. 

These values are given below;

Particle Size (/Um) Xl ( s ) C2 ( s )

655 0.78 3.00

1300 0.82 3.30
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0.632 P2
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0.632 PI

0
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Fiy. 5.22 Approximation of Overall Response of Figs. 5.20 and 5.21
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The average value of "[ 1 is 0.8 s and that of % 2 is just over 3 s. 

Calculations in Section 5.3.1 for the gas-liquid system operating 

under the same conditions, i.e. Fl=0.02, N=5 s \  Q =1.07 vvm (2.5 

X 10  ̂ m^s ^), have shown that the gas cavities take 1.A s % 1 ) to 

reach their maximum stable size. Accordingly, this suggests that the 

cavities formed during Stage 1 process are smaller than those achieved 

in the gas-liquid system. During the second stage of the response, the 

cavities are again responding to the gas input (delayed in time), 

because the hydrodynamic condition has been altered by the increase in 

apparent viscosity, enabling a larger 'cavity' to be formed. It is 

reasonable to assume, therefore, that by adding the two time constants 

together (Tl +"[2 ) we can use this to estimate the 'cavity' size, albeit 

very approximately. In order to simplify matters, it is further 

assumed that the cavity occupies the total volume between the blades 

(it could infact be less or greater than this). For the largest 

impeller (0=0.135 m), the total volume for the impeller is

%  5.7

= 3.86 X 10“  ̂ m^

-A 3The time required to form a bubble of this volume of 3.86 x 10 m 

at a gassing rate of 1.07 vvm (2.5 x 10  ̂ m^s ^ ) is 2.6 s. This is 

significantly less than the time constant of %1 +%[2=A s. It, therefore, 

appears that the gas cavity infact extends beyond the bounds of the 

blade periphery.

One further interesting observation which was reported in 

Chapter 4 concerned the power response to a downward step change in 

the gas flowrate (to zero). Referring to Fig. 4.22, it can be seen 

that tfie impeller power does not return to its original ungassed
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value after the gas flow has been turned off. This was attributed to 

the stable presence of a large gas bubble residing on the impeller. 

Another interesting observation, not entirely unexpected, is the 

absence of any oscillations in the steady-state power value. This 

reinforces the view that the oscillations are associated with the 

process of gas flowing into and out of the cavities. There also 

appears to be a very slight reduction in the value of P^(t) - P(0), 

indicating that the bubble has decreased in size. This is logical 

since no more gas is available for further dispersion.

The relatively long time taken to achieve steady state in 

three-phase systems has important implications for mass transfer 

studies which employ the dynamical 'gassing-out' method (see Chapter 6), 

This method assumes that the gas holdup is established instantaneously. 

Since this is most unlikely in a three-phase mixing process, certainly 

at higher concentrations, the technique would not be suitable. Another 

practical point concerns the effect of undesirable reactions caused 

by the existence of a gas bubble when the geis is switched off.

5.4_____ effect of Solids on Gas Cavity Formation

It is evident that the nature of gas cavities formed in the 

presence of solids is different from those formed in non-particulate 

systems. The results have shown that larger size cavities are generally 

obtained with increasing solids concentration. This effect is 

considered to be mainly due to the change in rheological properties 

of the slurry. The effective viscosity of the slurry increases with 

increasing solids concentration, becoming non-Newtonian at very high 

concentrations. At this point, it is also relevant to mention the 

studies of Davidson and Schuler^^^^ and Krishnamurthi et al.  ̂̂ ̂  ̂  ̂ on 

the formation of single gas bubbles at an orifice in a liquid medium. 

They found that a considerable increase in bubble size occurred with
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increasing liquid viscosity. It, therefore, appears that this is also 

the case with gas cavities formed at an impeller in a stirred tank.

5. 5______Conclusions

1. The overall impeller power transient response, following a 

step input in gas flowrate, for the gas-liquid system is 

adequately represented by a first order model. Values of the 

time constants estimated from these responses were used to 

evaluate the size of the gas cavities formed. This method of 

cavity size estimation is most applicable in the case of the 

largest size impeller. All the results are in good agreement 

with those of other workers, that gas cavity size increases 

with increasing gassing rate, until it reaches a maximum value, 

which is dependent on the impeller speed.

2. The method of estimating cavity size is also applicable for 

the particulate system where the solids concentration is low 

(X^30^a). The presence of solids at low gassing rates increases 

the time constants and hence the size of gas cavity. The 

effect is negligible at high gas flowrates.

3. The power responses for the particulate system at high solids 

concentrations ( x > 3 G % )  are non-linear. The formation of gas 

cavities occurs by a two-stage process. The first stage 

corresponds to the formation of 'normal' gas cavities that are 

similar to those in the gas-liquid system. The comparatively 

slow second stage of cavity growth indicates the formation of 

relatively large cavities, or possibly, a single large bubble.

4. The increase in cavity size with increasing solids concentration 

is due to the alteration in hydrodynamic condition at the 

impeller caused by changes in rheological properties of the 

suspension.
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CHAPTl [< 6. OAS-LIÜUIU MASS TRANSFER

b . 1______ Introduction

Many mass transfer operations are carried out in stirred

vessels, where it is required to absorb a sparged gas into a liquid

medium. This is frequently the preliminary also to further subsequent

stages involving solid-liquid mass transfer or reaction. Mass transfer

from liquid to gas is typically liquid-phase controlled since the gas

phase resistance can usually be n e g l e c t e d ^ \  It is normal to

use the product k^a, which is the specific mass transfer rate, to

represent the mass transfer 'coefficient' for the process although,

strictly, this is the quantity k^. k^a is useful for scale-up purposes,

but it is also desirable to have data on the gas holdup ( £^)» which

is directly related to a.

A great deal of effort has been expended on the determination

of k^a for gas-liquid s y s t e m s ^ ^  and many correlations have been

derived. In the main, these correlations involve various functions of

power per unit volume and superficial gas velocity. There is,however,

a serious lack of agreement between the correlations. A reason given

for this lack of consistency in published k^a data is that they were

obtained via different methods, some of which may have yielded 
(63)incorrect values'

Several of the most common methods for measuring k^a are 

discussed. The primary objective here is to select one that will be 

suitable for measurement in three-phase systems. Results on the

variation of both k a and f  with solids concentration are presented.L -C
The effect of an electrolyte has also been studied.
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ü . 2______Literature Survey

6.2.1 Measurement Methods for k^a

A number of methods have been developed for the evaluation of 

k^a and these are well documented in the literature^^'^^'^^^. Most of 

them, however, appear to be restricted in their application. The 

limitations involved have been reviewed by Van't Riet^^^^ and Chapman^^^, 

Recently, Keitel and Onken^^^^ carried out an error analysis on two of 

these methods and the results showed that large errors could arise 

because of invalid assumptions involved in the techniques.

The two principal methods for determining k^a are based on 

chemical absorption or physical absorption methods. The latter can also 

be classified into two further categories; dynamic 'gassing-out' and 

steady-state.

Several reactions (^^,67,68) been employed in the chemical

method to determine k^a, the most popular one being the sulphite method. 

Chemical methods, however, require that the reaction kinetics be 

accurately established for each set of experiments. Precise kinetic 

data is difficult to obtain and consequently may be a major source of 

uncertainty in interpretation of the results. The results obtained are 

also restricted to the strongly ionic solutions for which the tests 

were carried out.

In practice, the physical dynamic 'gassing-out' method is 

generally more convenient to use. The method normally involves reducing 

the dissolved oxygen concentration of the liquid by stripping with an 

inert gas, usually nitrogen. After steady-state has been achieved, the 

gas stream is then rapidly switched from nitrogen to air. This 

effectively generates a step input change in the oxygen concentration.

The concentration response is measured by a polarographic electrode 

immersed in tne dispersion, k^a is then evaluated from the oxygen
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concentration profile using the following equation derived from mass 

balance considerations.

T7- - C. t.
6.1

where - Oxygen concentration in the gas phase

Cj^(t^) - Oxygen concentration in the liquid phase at time t̂

[^(t^) - Oxygen concentration in the liquid phase at, time t^. .

K - Henry's Law constant

There are a number of important assumptions inherent in this method

and they need to be considered carefully in order to avoid inaccuracies

The assumptions are;

1. The measurement response lag of the probe is negligible, 

or as small as possible.

2. Instantaneous replacement of the nitrogen by the air at 

t=0.

3. The gas phase is well mixed.

for the first assumption to be true, the probe response time needs to

have a much smaller time constant compared to the mass transfer

response time. In practice, the probe response is limited by the rate

of diffusion through the liquid film surrounding the probe membrane

and also because of the membrane itself. Severals models have been put

forward in an attempt to correct for this time However,
(63)Uan't Riet has suggested that the application of complicated

mathematical treatments is not always necessary. He showed that, for
-1measurements of k^a up to Ü.1 s , the error incurred would be 

negligible provided the response time of the probe was less than 3 s.
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On ther other hand, the response characteristics of the probe must be

taken into account if higher mass transfer rates are to be measured.

The last two assumptions, which concern the gas phase dynamics,
(71-74 )have been extensively dealt with in the literature . It is

important to fully characterize the state of the gas phase. This is 

because, at the start of the change-over from nitrogen to air, the rate 

at which nitrogen is displaced is dependent on the mean residence time 

of the gas. Furthermore, the oxygen concentration in the gas phase is 

depleted as the bubbles rise through the dispersion. Thus, the value

of C in Eqn. 6.1 cannot not be assumed to be constant because of the0
effect.

( 71 )Dunn and Einsele have presented results of a theoretical

analysis which demonstrate the error involved by neglecting the 

dynamics of the gas phase. Four models were proposed with the following 

assumptions :

I : Full solution of the gas phase dynamics assuming a well-

mixed gas phase.

II : Gas transfer term negligible.

III ; Gas accumulation term negligible.

l \ j ; Both gas transfer term and accumulation term negligible.

As expected, considerable differences in the resulting concentration 

profiles were obtained especially between Model I and Model IU.

Model I was found to be a fairly good description of the gas phase
(72) (75)dynamics. Dang et al. and Hanhart et al. have also presented

data showing that the assumption of a well-mixed gas phase model is

valid.

It is very probable that the well-mixed model may only be 

applicable to small systems operating at high impeller speeds^^^.

Uan’t Riet^^^) has reported that the method is also limited by high
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gas holdups. Other workers^  ̂ have employed a plug flow model
( 74 )to evaluate k^a. The approach of Chandrasekharan and Calderbank 

to evaluate a mean value of k^a from the well-mixed and plug flow 

solutions appears to yield reasonable results.

Recently, Chapman et al.^^^^ argued that both well-mixed and 

plug flow assumptions still do not fully described the gas phase 

behaviour, A modified dynamic 'gassing-out' technique was developed 

to accurately measure k^a without the need to model the gas phase 

dynamics. Taking an unsteady-state mass balance for the dissolved 

oxygen in the liquid phase gives:

Rate of accumulation The sum over all bubbles of the

of 0^ in liquid = rate of transfer of 0^ from a

phase bubble to the liquid phase

or

*"dt j=1 n I k L 6.2

where C, = dissolved 0^ concentration 

\ )^ = volumetric liquid holdup

Cj = 0^ concentration in the jth gas bubble (which is

a function of the residence time of the individual 

gas bubble) 

n = total number of bubbles

On rearrangement, Can. 6.2 becomes 
n :—

C + ^  ^^ k^a dt 6.3

T ak ing an overall 0^ mass balance after a step input of 0^ (at

concentration C ^ ) is made gives;
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or

Mass of 0.̂  entering Mass of 0^ leaving the

the system up to time t system up to time t

Mass of 0^ in 

the liquid phase

Mass of 0^ in 

the gas phase

dt = U, C, + V- 1 C . 
L L  G - X  J

6.4

Eqn. 6.4 assumes that 0^ is absent from the system up to time t=0. 

Substituting for C^ from Eqn. 6.4 into Eqn. 6.3, and

rearranging;

dC
K L

dt - j (Ci-Co)dt - c^Cü- + K)
0

6.5

The need to calibrate the measuring device is removed by 

normalising the concentration terms. Thus Eqn. 6.5 becomes:

5
dt = k^a 6,6

where C. =
* C,(t)
L C|^(t=oo)

o ( t= oo )

Note: = C^(t=oP) = C^(t=oo) = 1

The experimental method is very similar to the ordinary 

dynamic 'gassing-out' technique but, in addition, the transient 

response of the oxygen concentration of the gas leaving the surface 

of the dispersion was also monitored. The oxygen concentration profiles 

obtained were then utilized tu evaluate the integral and derivative
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terms in [qn. 6.6, at various selected times, as indicated in Fig.6.1. 

Plotting these values according to [qn. 6.6 produced a straight line 

of slope k^a. The accuracy of this method is, of course, influenced 

significantly by the probe dynamics. This was determined under conditions 

that did not exactly match those that were used in the k^a measurements. 

The time constant of the liquid probe was in fact found to be very 

small (0.4s) and was satisfactorily accounted for. There was, however, 

some uncertainty concerning the gas probe which had a much larger time 

constant (4-10s). Although it was not clearly established whether or 

not the position of the probe at the liquid surface affected the 

measured oxygen concentration in the exit gas the technique produced 

more accurate and consistent results than previous dynamic methods.

The other type of physical absorption technique uses a steady-

state approach. Because a more elaborate experimental set-up is

required it has not been used as extensively as the transient method.

The steady-state method has, however, been successfully utilized to
( 78 )measure k^a in bubble columns for some years , and its application 

has also been extended to stirred tank reactors^^^'^^'^^^. Robinson 

and Uilke^^^'^^) used both transient and steady—state methods to 

evaluate k̂ â for various electrolyte systems. Provided that the 

perfect mixing assumptions inherent in the transient method was 

properly accounted for the results were similar to those obtained by 

the steady-state method over a wide range of operating conditions. The 

data did show, however, that the steady-state measurements were more 

reliable at the extreme low and high ends of the agitation rate range. 

Recently, Konig et al.^^^^ developed the steady-state method further 

for the determination of k^a in liquids of varying viscosity. They 

concluded that the method was simple to use and capable of achieving 

a nigh degree of accuracy. This wias due primarily to the fact that the
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c

H- . ""Lgradient = ---
C

Qff-Gas Concentration Profile

Liquid Concentration Profile

T ime C O

Fig, 6.1 Terms used to evaluate k^a from [qn. 5,5 according to

Chapman ( 7 )
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oxygen electrodes were calibrated under the same conditions as those 

employed during the measurement of k^a. An additional advantage is 

that Henry's Law constant which may not always be known is not required 

for the evaluation of k^a. The main features of the method are 

summarized below:

Consider a stirred tank reactor operating under continuous 

flow conditions as shown in Fig. 5.2.

Liquid O u t ■

Lo

Liquid In

Gas, jC
Fig. 6.2 Continuous Flow Stirred Tank Reactor

= Liquid flowrate in and out respectively.

C^ ,C^ = Dissolved 0^ concentration at inlet and outlet 

respectively.

C^ = Dissolved 0^ concentration in the vessel,

V = Volume of the dispersion.

Liquid which has been stripped of oxygen enters the tank and

is aerated before leaving. Taking an oxygen balance over the reactor 

gives :

^  = k^aV(C*-Cy) + Q|_.C. - 6.7

where n = moles of' oxygen

C = oxygen saturation concentration
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At steady-state, = 0, Q, .= Q, = Q , C = C,,= C dt Li Lo L o U

Q,(C-C )
k, a = — — — ^  5.8

V (C -C)

The dissolved concentration is related to the partial pressure, p, by 
C

P = K •

Q, (P-P.)
k a = —  ^ —  6.9

\l (p -p)

The partial pressures p^ and p are made dimensionless by defining

Pi
Pi = X  .............................................

P

and p = X 100

. *. Eqn. 6.9 becomes

Q| (p - p. )
k a =  ----- 2^  6.10

U(lOO-p )

For the experimental part, two vessels are required; one the 

stirred tank in which the k^a data is to be obtained and the other, an 

oxygen desorption vessel. An oxygen electrode is placed in each of 

these vessels to monitor the dissolved oxygen concentration. The 

calibration of the oxygen probes is carried out as follows:

1. Both vessels are aerated at a selected stirrer speed, gas 

sparging rate and liquid flow. At steady-state, the readings 

on the recorder are set at 100% (=p ).

2, The liquid is then deoxygenated by sparging with nitrogen 

and the recorder position set equal to 0%.

After calibration, the gas in the stirred tank is switched back to air, 

keeping all operating conditions the same as in (1). At steady-state, 

the dissolved oxygen readings for the inlet feed stream and the 

stirred tank are p^ and p respectively. These values are then
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substituted into Eqn. 6.10 and k^a determined for the particular G^/v 

condition.

The validity of the steady-state method is subject to certain

assumptions. First, the liquid phase should be well mixed. Also, any

variation in oxygen concentration in the gas phase should be slight.

These two requirements will only hold good if there is intense mixing

in the stirred vessel^^^^. Another limiting factor is that, for

systems having very large k^a, the liquid circulation rate must be
*high enough to prevent p approaching p , but at the same time not 

affecting the hydrodynamic flow conditions in the vessel. Importantly, 

the method is applicable for measurement in viscous systems (e.g. high 

solids concentration slurries) where k^a is relatively small.

6.2.2 k^a in Three-Phase Systems

Many studies have been made of the gas-liquid transfer process 

in three-phase slurry reactors. Usually it was assumed that the
( B1presence of solids had little effect un the liquid-phase mass transfer 

Recent r e s u l t s ^ \  however, have shown that k^a can be significanily 

reduced by the presence of solid particles.

Joosten et al.^^^^ studied the variation of k^a with solids 

concentration in a baffled vessel agitated by a disc turbine. They 

employed the dynamic 'gassing-out' method which involved stripping 

with nitrogen after the system had been saturated with helium. Various 

types of solids were used in order to investigate the effect of 

particle density and particle size (53yim-250ytm). The results 

obtained indicated that, at constant gas flow rate and power dissipation, 

k^a was hardly affected by the presence of solids in the range of 

concentration up to 2 0 % v/v (approximately 0 0 % w/w). Further addition 

of solids caused k^a to drop rapidly. The rate of reduction was found 

to be influenced by the particle density and size. When considered in
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terms of the rheological behaviour of the slurry,this showed that the 

drop began at an apparent viscosity of about four times that of the 

liquid viscosity. This approach, however, was not successful in 

correlating the effect of particle density. It was explained that the 

decrease in k^a was probably due to a reduction in the specific 

interfacial area, which was supported by observations that the gas 

holdup at high solids concentrations was low and the size of gas 

bubbles large.

The effect of solids on k^a in a stirred tank has also been 
(7 )studied by Chapman , who employed a modified dynamic technique (see 

Section fa,2.1). The results obtained indicated that at low solids 

concentration there was little effect of solids on k^a, but at high 

solids concentration, k^a was reduced (a drop of approximately 20% was 

reported when X increased from 3% to 20%). Chapman's work generally 

confirmed the trends described by Doôsten et However, it was

observed that for the disc turbine impeller, k^a almost doubled in 

value (0.107 s  ̂ to 0.206 s "* ) when X was increase from 0% to 3%, in 

spite of negligible changes in specific power input. Although there 

was no obvious explanation for this behaviour, previous investigators ̂ ^

have also noticed a similar slight increase in k^a.
(82)Recently, Lee et al. have employed the chemical method to

measure k^a for a gas-solid-liquid system in an agitated tank. The 

reaction involved the absorption of carbon dioxide into a carbonate- 

bicarbonate solution in the presence of potassium arsenite catalyst.

Four types of solids were investigated over a concentration range up 

to 50% v/v. A disc turbine impeller was used to fully suspend the 

solids. The results indicated that k^a started to drop as soon as 

solids were added. This reduction was fairly rapid at low concentrations 

but the rate decreased at higher concentrations. The heaviest particles
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used were glass and a drop of approximately 30% in k^a (0.3 s to 0.1 

s ^ ) occurred when the concentration increased from 0% to 50% u/v 

(approximately 70% w/w). These trends contradict those reported by 

Joosten et al.^^^^ and Chapman^^^ at low solids loadings. It must, 

however, be appreciated that the system studied was 'non-coalescent' 

due to the ionic nature of the dispersion. The presence of even a 

small amount of particles could have promoted bubble coalescence 

thereby reducing k^a. This appears to be the case since corresponding 

data on the gas holdup exhibited similar behaviour, i.e. decreased 

progressively with increasing solids concentration. The results 

obtained for the glass particles suggested that particle size had very 

little effect on the rate of mass transfer. Two mechanisms were proposed 

to explain the reduction in k^a with solids concentration. The first 

involved the effect of particles blocking the diffusion path in the 

liquid film surrounding the gas bubble. I he degree of obstruction 

varies with the size and nature of the solids. Large particles would 

deform or even penetrate the bubble surface. If the particles were not 

fully wetted, the bubble surface available for mass transfer would also 

be reduced. In addition, bubble size measurements showed the bubble 

size to increase with increasing solids concentration indicating that 

a second mechanism was involved. This concerned the change in the 

rheological characteristics of the slurry, i.e. as solids concentration 

increased, the dispersion became more viscous and non-Newtonian. This 

effect would give rise to damping of the turbulence generated by the

impeller and thus increased rate of bubble coalescence.
( 6 )Work by Kurten and Zehner tends to support the explanation 

that the fall in k^a is due, in part, to the decrease in bubble surface 

available for mass transfer. Tney used the sulphite method for measuring 

ttie gas-liquid interfacial are;a and found tnat, for a constant stirrer
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power,it was reduced by 60% when the solids concentration increased

from 0% to 10% v/v.

Other studies^^^'^^'^^) on the effect of solids concentration

on k^a in stirred tanks which used slurries of very fine particles
(83)have produced different results. Alper et al. employed the dynamic

method to measure k^a for the absorption of oxygen into glucose solutions 

containing very fine catalysts. No effect of X on k^a was observed for 

these inert solids, but they did not specify the concentration range 

investigated. 5ada et al.^^^^ presented data which showed that

variation of X up to 20% had no influence on k a when nitrous oxide.....................  .L . . ........................
was observed into a magnesium hydroxide slurry. Similar results

( 81 )obtained by Miyachi et al. also showed that increasing X from 0%

to 10% had negligible effect on k^a. They employed the dynamic ’gassing-

out' technique to evaluate the mass transfer data for the absorption

of oxygen into a limestone slurry. A different trend, however,

obtained for the particles of dp=1.75 yxm, showed that k^a initially

decreased and then increased slightly at higher X. It must be emphasized

that the particle size employed in each of the above cases were smaller
(85)than those referred to earlier. Chandrasekaran and Sharma have

also stated that the presence of small amounts of very fine solid 

particles could cause a reduction in the rate of bubble coalescence 

and this would lead to an increase in the specific interfacial area.

This counter-balancing effect may have been responsible for the 

negligible variation of k^a with X.

To summarize, there is general agreement in the literature 

concerning the effect of solids concentration on k^a, but differences 

exist with regard to its extent and nature. The influence of X is 

very small at low solids concentration but becomes very significant 

at progressively higher concentrations.
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6.2.3 Gas Holdup in Three-phase Systems

Very little quantitative data exists in the literature 

concerning the effect of solids on the gas holdup in stirred reactors.

As mentioned previously, £  ̂ is observed to decrease with increasing
(6182) (B2)solids concentration ’ . Lee et al.' ' who determined gas holdup

using a simple manometric level device found that ^  decreased by

approximately 25% when the solids concentration increased from 0% to

30% v/v. Increasing the solids concentration up to 50% only decreased

the gas holdup very slightly. The reduction in gas holdup was

attributed to the turbulence damping effect of the solids causing the
 ..................
formation of larger size bubbles.Joosten et al.' did not present

any data to substantiate their observation that ^  ̂  decreased with

increasing solids concentration. They supported this by referring to

work on three-phase fluidised beds where the decreasing gas holdup

effect with increasing solids volume fraction is attributed to higher
( 7 )rates of bubble coalescence. Chapman has also considered the effect 

of particles on gas holdup in three-phase systems. His small amount of 

data obtained with glass ballotini showed that solids concentration up 

to 30% had little influence on but it did appear that there was

the possibility of a small decreasing effect of X on Two other

publications on three-phase r e a c t o r s ^ ^ ^  have also suggested that ^ G
was slightly reduced by the addition of more solids into the slurry.

6 .3______Experimental

The experimental method for determining the gas holdup has 

been fully described in Chapter 2. This section will only be concerned 

with the measuring technique for k^a.

6.3.1 Choice of Measurement Technique

In addition to the problems involved in k^a measurements 

referred to in Section 6.2.1, the following points must be considered
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when selecting a suitable technique for use in gas-solid-liquid 

systems ;

1. At high solids concentrations, the flow condition around 

the impeller takes a relatively long time to attain steady- 

state (see Chapter 5). The stable formation of gas cavities 

at the impeller blades means that the gas holdup throughout 

the vessel will not be established immediately.

2, If the measurement probe has to be immersed in the turbulent 

suspension, its performance may be impaired by particles 

colliding with it.

The chemical method was rejected because of the difficulties 

already discussed. Now, the delay experienced in establishing the gas 

holdup in the vessel imposes a severe limitation on the use of the 

dynamic ’gassing-out’ method. Compared with a gas-liquid process, the 

time required to displace all of the nltrOgGn (from t=0) will be much 

longer. This influences the initial part of the response which 

critically affects the accuracy with which k^a can be determined. 

Another factor concerns the position at which the measurement probe 

is placed in the tank. Particularly at high solids loadings, the 

measurements obtained will tend to reflect conditions at the location 

of the probe.

At high solids concentrations, there will be inevitably be

interference of solid particles (and bubbles) colliding with the probe.

Exploratory investigations on this point revealed fluctuations in the

probe measurements up to 20% even at low solids concentrations 
( 7 )(chapman devised a protecting shroud to overcome this problem). The 

position and orientation of the probe did not markedly influence the 

signal fluctuation intensity.

It was decided to use the steady-state method of measurement
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primarily for two reasons. Firstly, there is no restriction concerning 

the establishment of the gas holdup and secondly, it is not necessary 

to have the probe located at a particular position in the vessel. A 

probe having a slower response can be used and this also conveniently 

reduces the susceptibility to 'noise'.

6.3.2 Equipment and Procedure

The mixing vessel and continuous flow circuit are described 

in Chapter 2. Fig. 6.3 identifies a number of minor modifications that 

were made to incorporate the steady-state measuring system. Sample 

valves were installed on the inlet and outlet of the tank (the outlet 

was 0.20 m from the tank bottom as shown in the diagram). Instead of 

returning the exit flow to the holding tank it was directed to drain. 

This was done in order to achieve larger flowrate capacity. In 

addition, it meant that the mixing vessel could be fed with a continuous 

supply of fresh liquid at a constant temperature. A section of wire 

mesh was installed at the entrance of the exit pipe to prevent solids 

from escaping the vessel. This precluded the use of particles smaller 

than 500 ̂ m  in these experiments. It was not necessary to do the same 

on the inlet line.

All the experimental runs were carried out at atmospheric 

pressure with the temperature of the liquid maintained at 20®C. The 

dispersion level in the mixing vessel was maintained at 1.25D (0.254m) 

using the level probe-control valve arrangement. Measurements were 

only made for conditions where all the solids were fully suspended. 

Initially, two types of DO oxygen probe-analyser were utilized in 

measuring dissolved oxygen concentrations. The SEA Model OM-22 had a 

fairly fast response time of 1.0 s , and the Beckman Model 0260 was 

much slower. Since the Beckman probe was more accurate and the 

readings more consistent it was used throughout these experiments.
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The procedure employed was very similar to that explained in 

Section 6.2.1 and did not require the calibration of the oxygen probe.

It involved initially saturating the water in the holding tank with 

oxygen using air. A tube sparger located in the path of the returning 

recycle flow from the recirculating pump was utilized for the introduction 

of the gas. It was found that this set-up was very efficient in 

dispersing the gas (effectively acting as a plunging jet reactor) and 

saturating the liquid with either oxygen or nitrogen. The liquid was 

then circulated to the mixing vessel where it was further aerated at 

a selected impeller speed and gassing.rate. At steady-state, a sample
3of approximately 100 cm was taken at the exit of the vessel and the

dissolved oxygen concentration measured. The sample was agitated

using a magnetic stirrer to ensure that there was a constant supply

of fresh liquid at the membrane. When both the holding tank and mixing

vessel are sparged with air, the resulting dissolved oxygen concentration

corresponds to p (%), the saturation value. The gas flow to the

holding tank was then switched over to nitrogen. Liquid, relatively

free of oxygen (typically down to 8%), was fed into the mixing vessel

where it was aerated at the same conditions as previously. A number

of samples were taken at the inlet and outlet in order to determine

when the steady-state condition had been reached. These readings are

respectively, p^ and p. k̂ â is obtained from Eqn. 6.9 by substituting 
*the values of p, p and p^.

The effect of electrolyte ions was investigated briefly using 

a 0.05M K^SO^ solution. The ionic strength of this solution was 

restricted to relatively low level because of the large amount of 

material required for the experiments. Only glass ballotini particles 

were employed in these runs.
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6. 4_____ Results and Discussion

6.4.1 Considerations of Liquid Flowrate and Gas Phase Depletion

The effect of inlet liquid flowrate on the hydrodynamic regime
-6in the mixing vessel was investigated over the range 30 x 10 to 

100 xIO ^ m^s \  which corresponds to a liquid phase residence time of

4.5 to 1.4 minutes. Fig. 6.4 shows that there is a significant effect 

on the k^a value for the large impellers, above a flowrate of 50 x 10 

m^s"^. Similar behaviour was also demonstrated by three-phase systems. 

Since it was desirable to have as high a flow as possible for the

steady-state mass transfer measurements, in order to minimize p, the
............ _6’ 3 - 1 ’flowrate chosen was 50 x 10 m s

A second problem, discussed previously, relates to the

depletion of oxygen in the gas phase. The steady-state technique

assumes that there is negligible variation of the oxygen concentration
*in the gas phase in order that the prevailing saturation value, p ,

can be considered constant throughout the vessel. This assumption can

easily be checked by measuring the oxygen concentration in the exit

gas stream for the worst possible case, i.e. a low gas flowrate at

high power input. The vessel was closed by means of a top seal flange

plate, so that all of the gas was removed by an exit line (see Fig.6.3),

Measurement of the oxygen concentration in the air streams was carried

out using the Beckman probe. These results are presented in Appendix D.

They show that the maximum error incurred, without correction for gas
*

phase depletion, is only 6%, so that for the conditions employed p 

can be assumed to be constant. Some runs were also repeated several 

times and the k̂ â values obtained did not deviate by more than 2 % .

6.4.2 Effect of Solids on k^a

The effect of solids on gas-liquid mass transfer is illustrated 

in Figs. 6.5 to 6.8 for various conditions. The trends exhibited are
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very similar in each case, k^a is not greatly affected by the presence 

of solids up to X=15^o in the case of ion exchange resin and up to 30^ 

in the case of glass ballotini. Further increase in X beyond these 

conditions,over a small range, causes a much more rapid fall-off in 

k^a. The rate at which k^a decreases does, however, begin to reduce 

at the highest solids concentrations. The overall reduction in k^a at 

this condition is about 60^ and 80̂ ,, respectively, for the ion 

exchange resin and glass ballotini. There is also a diminishing effect 

of the gas flowrate as X increases, which becomes relatively 

insignificant at the highest concentrations. There, the k^a data 

appear to be approaching a limiting value of approximately 0.005s 

At first sight, the results would appear to indicate that 

particle density influences k^a. This is because the fall-off in k̂ â 

occurs at different values of X for the two types of solids. If the 

variation of k^a is considered in terms of % volume of solids, however, 

this change in either case in fact occurs at a solids concentration of 

approximately 15^ v/v. Thus the condition at which k^a begins to 

rapidly fall appears to be mainly a volumetric concentration effect.

If this is the case then the gas holdup should also decrease with X. 

However,results presented in the next Section on the effect of solids 

on gas holdup reveals that the gas holdup is not significantly reduced 

by the presence of large quantities of ion exchange resin particles. 

Over the same range of volumetric concentration only the glass 

ballotini particles had a decreasing effect on the gas holdup. It 

appears therefore that, apart from the effect of 2. other mechanisms 

are also responsible for the lowering of k^a. Two factors discussed 

previously in Section 6.2.2, which may account for this, are the 

possibility of a higher effective diffusional resistance in the liquid 

film surrounding the bubble and also a reduction in interfacial area
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for mass transfer. In the case of glass ballotini, there is also the 

effect of increased bubble coalescence which leads to a smaller gas 

holdup and a further lowering of k^a. Compared with the ion exchange 

resin, over the same range of X, the overall reduction in k^a is 

increased by an additional 20%, to In part, the reduction in gas

holdup for the glass ballotini case is attributed to an increase in 

the apparent viscosity and developing non-Newtonian behaviour as the 

solids concentration is increased. At very high X, therefore, k^a is 

affected by the changing rheological characteristics of the three-phase 

suspension. As the system becomes more viscous, whether Newtonian or 

non-Newtonian, k^a is progressively r e d u c e d ^ \  For non-Newtonian 

fluids, it has been o b s e r v e d ^ ^  that the main effect is one of 

poor gas dispersion.

The results show trends which generally confirm those reported 

by other w o r k e r s ^ \  However, the point of more rapid fall-off of 

k^a occurred at solids concentrations lower than those reported by 

Joosten et al.^^^^ (15% v/v compared to 20 to 30% v/v). No effect of 

particle size (glass ballotini only) on k^a was detected as X increased. 

Furthermore, as already mentioned, at the higher end of the concentration 

range,there is a progressively reducing effect of X on k^a, perhaps 

even tending towards a limiting value (approximately 0.005s  ̂). This 

is logical since the spherical shape of the particles would not 

completely interfere with the diffusional path nor block the area 

available for mass transfer. This may explain why the gas flowrate 

had also very little effect on k^a at these concentrations.

Joosten et and Chapman^^^ noticed that a slight

increase in k^a occurred at very low solids concentration, though they

were unable to account for this unexpected behaviour. On the other
/go)hand, Lee et al.' ' found that k^a dropped rapidly under these
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conditions. Neither of these trends was observed in the present 

experiments. It is difficult to see that the presence of a relatively 

small amount of solids could have a significant influence on k^a.

6.4.2.1 Comparison of k^a Data with Literature

A great deal of data on k^a in gas-liquid system exists in the 

literature. These have been fairly well documented^^^’ The 

correlated results have the form:

k|_a = F(p/U)^(v^)^ 6.11

where v^ - gas superficial velocity

F,y and z - constants obtained empirically 

In general, the values obtained for F, y and z show a wide variation.

This is no doubt due to the difficulties in obtaining accurate

measurements of k^a, as mentioned in Sections 6.1 and 6.2.
/ 02 )

Uan't Riet' ' has critically reviewed the methods employed 

by various workers. His analysis of the data resulted in the following 

correlation, which is applicable for coalescing pure water in vessels 

up to 2.6 X 10 ^ m^ capacity (Note: this compares with the 8 x 10  ̂ m^ 

vessel used in this work):

k^a = 0.026(P/V)°'4(vg)°'5 6.12

Eqn. 6,12 is only accurate within 20-40%.

The results for gas-liquid and gas-solid-liquid systems are 

compared with Eqn. 6.12 as shown in Fig. 6.9. In the case of the gas- 

liquid system, there is excellent agreement at the lower gassing rate. 

With a higher the results are lower than those predicted by Eqn. 6.12

However the difference lies within the +20% accuracy limit of Eqn. 6.12. 

Also, the variation of k^a with P / \ J is very similar to that exhibited
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by Eqn. 6.12.

The addition of solids caused k^a to drop, the reduction being 

significant only after X' has exceeded 16%. For X' up to 16% the 

variation of k^a with p/u is fairly similar to that of the gas-liquid 

system. At X*=25%, k^a decreases further and becomes less dependent 

on P/v.

6.4.3 Effect of -Solids Concentration on Gas holdup

The effect of solids suspension on the gas holdup was 

investigated in a limited number of experiments, in the higher solids 

concentration range. Figs. 6.10 and 6.11 show the variation of 

with impeller speed. It is clear that, for N<N^^, is very small.

This is mainly due to poor dispersion of the gas. All the mass 

transfer data reported here refers to conditions above

Figs. 6.12 to 6.17 demonstrate the effect that solids 

concentration has on the gas holdup for various conditions of impeller 

speed, gas flowrate and particle diameter for ion exchange resin and 

glass ballotini. The results reveal three types of behaviour concerning 

gas holdup in a three-phase system:

1. For glass ballotini particles, £ generally decreases asb
X increases. Overall, a reduction in of approximately

30% is achieved at X=50%, However, there is hardly any 

effect in the case of the ion exchange resin particles, 

although it does appear that there is a slight drop in £ b
overall.

2. At low solids concentration (X<35%), the reduction in 

is only a gradual one, but at higher X, the decrease is 

more rapid. At the same time, £  ^ becomes less dependent 

of the gas flowrate and impeller speed.

3. Over the whole concentration range, particle size has a
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negligible influence on the gas holdup.

The continuous decrease in gas holdup with increase in the 

concentration of glass ballotini cannot be solely explained by the 

physical 'crowding-out' of the gas by the solid particles. This is 

because no such effect was observed for the ion resin particles, even 

though the concentration of 30% w/w is approximately the same as

50% w/w for the ballotini particles when compared on a volume basis.
/ 8 2 )The suggestion put forward by Lee et al. that, the presence of

solids dampens the intensity of turbulent motion, thereby reducing 

bubble break-up, seems to be applicable here. Since £ ^ is only 

affected by the heavier glass particles, it therefore appears that 

density influences this damping effect. This can be explained by 

observations which are reported in Chapter 3. For glass particles, 

the bulk of the solids were observed to concentrate in the lower 

portion of the vessel, even at The effect of large quantities

of solids near the impeller zone tends to reduce the size of the high

shear region. Turbulent forces in regions further away from the impeller 

are consequently markedly reduced. The result is that gas dispersion 

is 'hindered' so that the bulk of the gas flow passes only through the 

highly well-mixed zone around the impeller. In addition, the presence 

of the solids also encourages bubble coalescence giving rise to the 

formation of larger bubbles. Both these factors have the effect of 

reducing the residence time of the gas bubbles, which in turn leads 

to lower ^  The resin particles, however, produced a fairly 

homogeneous suspension at N ^ a n d  so had little effect on 2. ̂ ' The 

above argument is supported by the results presented in Figs. 6.10 

and 6.11, which show that close to there is a large increase in

2^. Below the resin particles also had a lowering effect on

In Chapter 4, it was shown that for X ^ à O % ,  the slurry suspension
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became more viscous and probably non-Newtonian in nature. This change 

in Theological property is the most likely cause for the large 

reduction in at high solids concentration. The effect of

pseudoplasticity on gas holdup in aerated, agitated vessels was studied 

by Machon et al.^^^\ Their results showed that decreased

progressively with increasing degree of pseudoplasticity. Reductions 

of up to 26% in q was achieved. They suggested that this decrease 

was caused by a change in bubble size distribution, producing more 

large bubbles. The large bubbles escaped more quickly from the system, 

reducing the gas residence time and in turn the holdup. It therefore 

appears that, at high solids concentration, the non-Newtonian 

characterisrics of the slurry suspension caused further reduction in 

2^, in addition to that brought about by the damping mechanism 

explained previously. This factor is also probably the main reason why 

becomes less dependent on impeller speed and aeration rate.

6.4.4 Effect of Electrolyte Solution

The effect on k^a and 2^  adding electrolyte to the liquid

phase is shown in Figs. 6.18 to 6.21. Over the range of concentration 

the overall trend, in either case, is similar to the tap water system.

Other workers who have studied the effect of ionic strength on
I (79) ^ c (25,89) . 1 - . ^   ̂ . ., . ^k^a and C  m  gas-liquid systems using agitated vessels

concluded that both of the quantities are increased by the presence

of electrolyte. The increase was dependent on the ionic strength of
( 79 )the solution. Robinson and Wilke found that k^a in electrolyte

solutions could be up to six times higher compared to those in distilled 

water. The explanation for this effect is that the presence of ionic 

species inhibits bulk coalescence thereby leading to stabilization of 

small bubbles. This creates a high gas holdup and hence larger specific 

interfacial area which therefore produces a larger value of k^a. The
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results in Figs. 6.18 to 6.21 demonstrate this trend. In the region 

0 % ^ X ^ 3 0 % ,  2  Q and k^a are up to 40% and 50% higher, respectively,

For the electrolyte solution. These increases are relatively small 

compared with other values reported in the literature owing to the 

low ionic strength of the solution.

At about X=30%, k^a and 2  ̂  begin to decrease more rapidly 

than compared with the tap water case. Thus, there is a diminishing 

ionic-effact, so that, beyond X=40% approximately, they are virtually 

the same. This is due to the increase in bubble size and drop in 

interfacial area brought about by the effect of turbulence damping 

and restricted gas dispersion as discussed previously, vis-a-vis 

changing Theological characteristics.

6 . 5______Conclusions

1. The steady-state method provides a suitable and accurate means 

of evaluating the mass transfer coefficient for a gas-solid- 

liquid system in a stirred vessel. With this technique, no 

prior assumption concerning the gas holdup condition is 

required as in the case with dynamic 'gassing-out' method. It 

has the additional advantage also that the measurement probe 

does not have to be physically situated in the dispersion.

This eliminates any interference effect from the solids. The 

accuracy of the k^a determination was not significantly 

affected by depletion of oxygen in the gas phase. However, the 

method is restricted to systems exhibiting comparatively low 

k^a values.

2. At low solids concentrations, k^a was not significantly 

altered compared to the gas-liquid system, k^a starts to fall 

rapidly, however, at a concentration of approximately 15% v/v. 

The reduction is nearly 60% and BOv,, respectively, for the
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ion exchange resin and glass ballotini at 25% v/v. The decrease 

in k^a is due to a combined effect by which solid particles 

restrict the diffusional path in the liquid film and block 

part of the surface of a bubble.

3. At higher solids concentration, k^a is further reduced 

because of the increasing non-Newtonian behaviour which 

promotes bubble coalescence. In the region of X=50% w/w, k a 

approaches a constant value of approximately 0.005 s , which 

is not significantly affected by either gassing rate or 

impeller speed.

4. Gas holdup in the three-phase suspension was found to be 

dependent on the particle density. For glass ballotini 2 ^  

was reduced by approximately 30% at X=50%. This effect can be 

explained by the poor dispersion condition of the gas as a 

result of the relative increase in particle concentration in 

the lower region of the vessel and associated increased 

viscous-non Newtonian characteristics of the suspension. Also,

becomes less influenced by the gas flowrate and impeller 

speed at high solids concentrations.

5. In electrolyte solution, the variation of k^a and 2 q with X 

follows a similar trend to that observed for tap water. At 

low solids concentrations, both quantities are higher in the 

ionic system due to the reduced rate of bubble coalescence.

Both k^a and 2 q decrease rapidly at higher solids concentrations 

but eventually approach that of the tap water at X>40%.
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CHAPTER 7. CONTINUOUS FLOW SYSTEM

7 .1______ Introduction

Many industrial slurry reactors are run c o n t i n u o u s l y ^ \

either using a continuous liquid flow with solid catalysts retained

inside the reactor or with a continuous slurry feed. The design of

the latter type of reactor require knowledge of the concentration of

the suspended phase in the feed stream, the outlet stream and the

reactor itself. Since very little systematic investigation of the

hydrodynamic behaviour of this class of reactors has been carried out,

the availability of design information is quite sparse. In this

chapter, the effect of both slurry flowrate and position of the outlet

stream on the phase holdup inside the reactor is investigated. This is

also supported by measurements of impeller power consumption.

7.2 Literature Survey

Most work to-date has been confined to systems involving only

liquid(^^'^2), gas and liquid^ \  or solid and liquid^ \
(25)Kobbacy has reviewed previous work on continuous gas-liquid

operations. Using an experimental set-up similar to that employed in 

the present work, he studied the effect of liquid flowrate on the

impeller power consumption and gas holdup. The range of liquid flow-
— 4 —4 3 — 1rates investigated was from 0.3 x 10 to 2.5 x 10 m s  with the

corresponding residence times (on a liquid phase basis) of 3.67 mins.

to 0.44 mins. Results which he obtained for the side entry-bottom

outlet combination indicated that this flow arrangement was not

desirable. A considerable fraction of the sparged gas escaped with

the exit flow thus lowering the dispersion performance of the reactor.

In addition, the impeller power consumption was also increased.

Investigations therefore concentrated on the use of a bottom inlet-

side outlet arrangement. For ungassed conditions, his results showed
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that Po increased with increasing liquid Flowrate, , confirming
(91 9 2 )trends observed by other workers ' . Surface aeration was found

to occur at a lower Reynolds Number condition compared with the batch

system. This earlier drop in Po was attributed to the fact that the

dispersion height was effectively lower in continuous flow when

contolled at H=T, since in the batch system this corresponded to the

non-agitated, ungassed state. For the aerated system, increasing

also increased the gassed power consumption. There was, however, no

significant influence of on the conditions of gas recirculation

and flooding. Power correlations obtained in the batch experiments

were found to be applicable for the continuous flow system. There was

also no significant effect of on the gas holdup.

It is recognized that for a system operating with continuous

flow slurry at steady-state, the outlet stream needs to be withdrawn

iso-kinetically in order to maintain its concentration the same as

that in the tank. This condition can only be accomplished if the

velocity in the withdrawal tube is the same as that of the fluid
( 94 )approaching the tube inlet. Rushton has described such an

arrangement and this is shown in Fig. 7.1. For the continuous removal

T ank
Concentration^ CT

Inlet

Outlet Velocity= v

Outlet Concentration=C

Fig. 7.1 Vessel Arrangement for Iso-kinetic Withdrawal of Vessel's 

Contents ̂ ^.
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of solids-liquid mixture from a mixing tank, he applied this principle 

together with knowledge of fluid velocity distribution emerging from 

a disc turbine impeller in order to explain the wide variation of 

tank concentration due to position and velocity of outlet flow. Two 

empirical equations were given to show the dependence of concentrations 

ratio, Cg/Cy on the velocity ratio, v^/v^, for sand and glass beads 

suspended in water. A 4 in. diameter disc turbine impeller and a 12 in. 

diameter baffled tank were used for the investigations. The equations 

were only valid for those particular systems which employed a with

drawal tube placed midway between two baffles and in line with mid- 

plahe of the impeller (see Fig. 7.1). In addition, the tube was also 

in-set one -fortieth tank diameter in from the wall. For systems 

where the exit tube was either 2 in. above or 2 in. below the opening 

shown in Fig. 7.1, sampled at the iso-kinetic velocity was found 

to be much higher than C^. In this case, the sample condition is at 

right angles to the circulation flow, which has a lower velocity. 

Rushton, however, attributed the increase to the relatively large 

density difference between the particles and liquid, but if this is 

the case, we would expect to be lower. However, if the particles 

have slowed sufficiently at the sampling locations then they could 

easily be withdrawn. For the case when the outlet was in line with the 

mid-plane of the impeller, values of C^/Cy obtained experimentally 

were very close to 1 for sampling velocities equal to Vj which was 

evaluated from the following equation:

7.1

B is a constant which depends upon the number of impeller blades and

also the ratio D/T. The validity of Fqn. 7.1 was later confirmed by 
(95 )

Sharma and Das
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The concept of iso-kinetic sampling in a continuous slurry

flow mixing vessel was also studied by other i n v e s t i g a t o r s ^ ^ .

The ratio C^/Cy was defined as the separation coefficient. Rehakova 

and Novosad^^^) derived theoretical expressions for evaluating this

parameter which were later verified experimentally, but only for
(97 ) (95)dilute suspensions . Sharma and Das ' also obtained a semi-

empirical equation for predicting the separation coefficient. Both

groups of workers employed disc turbine impellers for their studies.

There are two observations from these results which are applicable to

the work here:

1. The particle concentration near the outlet is not the same as

the calculated average value (based on the total amount of

solids in the vessel), even though impeller speeds were high 

enough to produce a homogeneous suspension.

2. When the discharge opening was above the turbine impeller, the 

concentration withdrawn was always higher than the tank 

concentration.

This second point confirms Rushton's o b s e r v a t i o n ^ \

No experimental information has been reported concerning 

power consumption, or phases holdup in gas-solid-liquid continuous flow 

agitated vessels. In a paper dealing with various aspects of mixing, 

Oldshue^^^) briefly considered a three-phase system with continuous 

slurry feed and gas sparge injection, but only general guidelines 

were given for obtaining data required to scale-up such reactors.

7 .3______Experimental

The main details of the equipment are presented in Chapter 2. 

The procedure for measuring the impeller power is also included in 

that chapter. It is necessary, however, to describe the methods 

employed to measure the gas holdup, and solids holdup, under
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continuous flow conditions. The calibration of the densitometers which 

were used to monitor the density of the slurry flow is also included. 

The level of the dispersion in the tank, H, was maintained at 1.2 

times the tank diameter by means of the level control unit. Tap water 

was used as the liquid medium and the vessel pressure was kept constant 

at 0.205 niMm ^(15 psig. ) during all runs. Only the ion exchange resin 

particles were used because the glass ballotini particles were 

unsuitable due to their brittle and abrasive properties. It was found 

that after prolonged usage, there was a slight overall reduction in 

the particle size of the resin particles, no doubt caused by transport 

through the linework and circulating pump action. The decrease was, 

however, small. Previously, it was demonstrated that particle size 

had a negligible effect on such quantities as impeller power and gas 

holdup so no attempt was made to correct for the change here.

7.3.1 Gas and Solids Holdups
(25)The simple technique developed by Kobbacy for measuring

gas holdup in a continuous flow gas-liquid system can easily be 

extended to a three-phase system. This method also enables the solids 

holdup to be evaluated at the same time.

The overall experimental set-up is illustrated in Fig. 7.2.

Two side outlets, with their positions as shown in the diagram, were 

investigated. The bottom inlet-side outlet arrangement was chosen
(25)based on the recommendation from Kobbacy's work (see Section 7.2).

The lower outlet, LD, which was placed opposite the middle of the 

impeller was extended into the vessel by 0.5 cm, whilst the upper 

outlet, DO, was made flush with vessel wall. A ball valve fitted with 

a solenoid actuator, was located on the inlet and outlet lines of the 

mixing vessel. These two solenoids were operated by the actuating 

switch, A1. Whilst the experiment was in operation, both of the ball
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level transmitter

PID
controller

level
probeUO

control value
To tank II

F rom pump

collecting
vessel

s\y - Ball valve fitted with 
a solenoid actuator

Fig. 7.2 Shut-off and Flectrical Circuit for Measuring Phase 

Holdup in the Vessel with Continuous Flow Operation
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valves were in the open position. At steady-state, the two valves 

were closed simultaneously by manually actuating switch A1. The 

impeller and the gas flow were then turned off and the dispersion 

height, HO, measured by the level probe. The gas holdup was evaluated 

f rom ;

C g = ^ " 100% 7.2

where V = volume of gassed dispersion at level H

VO = volume of ungassed dispersion at level HO 

After measurement of HO, the contents in the tank were 

drained off via valve V2 into a collecting vessel. The slurry was then 

filtered in order to determine the volume of water, V^. The solids 

holdup was then calculated from;

V-(VO+V )
t  5 =  X 100% 7.3

The particle concentration, (kgm ^ ), was also calculated from;

[v-(VO+Vj_)]^j
^T - VO

wh ere ^ = particle density

The accuracy of this method was investigated by filtering several
3slurries of approximate volume V m , made-up from known quantities of 

solids and water. Comparison of the amounts of solids and water before 

and after filtration, showed that the results of filtration were 

reproducible to within±5%. In the course of these runs, it was also 

found that continuous filtration beyond one hour did not significantly 

increase the total amount of filtrate collected. Therefore, all the 

experimental slurries were subjected to the filtration process for a 

minimum period of one hour.
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7.3.2 Calibration of Densitometers

The process was assumed to have attained steady-state when the 

slurry concentration at the outlet of the mixing vessel was essentially 

the same as that at the inlet. Two G.E.C.-Marconi 'Gravitrol Mk 5 ’ 

U-tube densitometers, one on the inlet and the other on the outlet 

line, were used to measure the density of the slurry flow. The 

specifications are given in Appendix A.

The performance of these densitometers have been extensively
, (99,100) _ ,investigated using the ion exchange resin slurry . It was found

that the output signal from the densitometers dependended on the

slurry flowrate. This was successfully overcome by incorporating the

flow velocity in the densitometer calibration (Details of this are

given in Appendix d ). It was also observed that the manner in which

the flowrates was varied, whether increasing of decreasing, introduced

a hysteresis effect. Care was taken therefore to ensure that the

experiments were carried out under conditions identical to those for

calibration, i.e. slurry flowrate was always increased. Finally, the

calibration of the densitometers was checked frequently in order to

correct for any deviations. With the above precautions, it was found

that measurement - errors could be kept to less than 5%.

For the three-phase system, the presence of gas introduced an 

additional problem in the measurement of the slurry density in the 

exit flow. At high sparging rate and high impeller speeds, it was 

found that some of the gas escaped with the slurry. This produced 

large fluctuations in the density measurements and caused readings to 

be lower. However, since the vessel was closed, it was possible to 

measure the amount of gas leaving the system. From this, it was 

possible to determine the volume of gas escaping with the slurry. A 

number of runs were made to check this effect and two sets of such
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measurements are compared as shown in Fig. 7.3. It is clear that the 

corrected density measurements so obtained are accurate to within 

7. 4______Results and Discussion

Over 500 runs were carried out, the majority of which was 

performed on the three-phase system. Despite the fact that the errors 

involved in some of the measurements, e.g. solids holdup, could be 

significant, certain fairly-well defined trends were found. Only some 

of these results are presented for the purpose of illustrating these 

trends. Single-phase and two-phase operations are treated first.

7.4.1 Liquid System

Figs. 7.4 and 7.5 show the ungassed power measurements for the 

top outlet and bottom outlet positions. The power curve obtained for 

the batch run (Chapter 4) can be considered as a special case, i.e. 

with the water flowrate Q^=0. It can be seen that the values of Po

for Q|> 0 are generally larger than those under batch conditions, Po
(25)increasing with . These trends confirm those observed by Kobbacy 

who carried out similar experiments. However, in constrast to his 

results, the decrease of Po, for G^> 0, occurred at approximately the 

same value of Re. The earlier drop in Po observed by Kobbacy was no 

doubt caused by controlling the liquid level at a lower value (H=T).

In the present work, H=1.25T, which had the effect of delaying the 

onset of surface aeration. This is in agreement with results for the 

batch system (Section 4.3.1).

Comparing Fig. 7.4 with Fig. 7.5 shows that the position of 

the outlet has a negligible influence on Po. This is not unexpected 

since the increase in power consumption as increases, is probably 

due to the manner in which the circulating flow pattern in the vessel 

is altered by the incoming liquid, causing a less favourable 

hydrodynamic condition. This result is in agreement with that of
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Fig. 7.3 Comparison of ^ ̂ , the outlet slurry density

estimated from the corrected densitometer' readings, 

with the measured density of the outlet slurry,

for the gas-solid-liquid system.
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Fig. 7.5 Effect of Water Flow Rate on Po for Lower Outlet 
(D = 0.1016 m ) (Syrnbolr as in Fig. 7-4)
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(92 )I to et al. who also found that Po was independent of the outlet

position for continuous flow operation.

7.4.2 Gas-Liquid System

The effect of water flowrate on the gassed Power Number for

the 0.1016 m diameter impeller is illustrated in Fig. 7.6. Again, the
(25)trends are very similar to those reported by Kobbacy , Increasing 

has the effect of increasing Po^, but without significantly 

changing the gas recirculation condition. It appears that the position 

of the outlet has no influence on Po^, and any differences that are 

observed may be the result of measurement fluctuations.

Comparing the gas-liquid results of Fig. 7.6 with those for 

the liquid system in Figs. 7.4 and 7.5 shows that, when is increased 

above zero, Po^ increases much more than Po. Consequently, there is 

another factor to be considered in addition to the disruptive flow 

effect. The indication is that the inlet liquid flow acts to reduce 

the size of the gas cavities, which are mainly responsible for 

determining the gassed power.

Fig. 7.7 shows that there is no significant effect of on

the gas holdup, which is in agreement with Kobbacy's results. Also,
b

the position of the outlet did not have any influence on the gas 

holdup.

7.4.3 Solid-liquid System

The effect that has on the solids holdup in the tank and 

particle concentration in the outlet for the 0.0762 m impeller are 

shown in Figs. 7.8 and 7.9 respectively. Results for the 0.135 m 

impeller are presented in Figs. 7.10 and 7.11. It is clear from these 

results that, increasing the flowrate of slurry causes a reduction in 

the amount of solids present in the vessel. The concentration in the 

tank, C^, is ultimately tending towards that in the exit line, C^
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Fig. 7.9 Effect of Slurry Flow Rate on Solids Concentration
at the Outlet for Solid-Liquid System (D - 0.0762 m)
(Symbols as in Fig. 7.8)
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Fig. 7.11 Effect of Slurry Flow Rate on Solids Concentration
at the Outlet for Solid-Liquid System (D = 0 . i3 5  rn ) 
(Symbols as in Fig. 7.10)
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Concentration C^ (Data from Figs. 7.10 and 7.11)
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(see Figs. 7.12 and 7.13), suggesting that the homogeneity of the 

suspension has increased. There is a slight anomaly, however, 

associated with upper position results in Fig. 7.10. This concerns the 

effect of impeller speed, but it may reflect the level of uncertainty 

associated with the absolute values of

Figs. 7.9 and 7.11 show that is essentially independent of 

the slurry flowrate. This is to be expected, since at the steady-state 

condition, the particle concentration at the outlet has to be the same 

as that at the inlet. The latter remains constant for a selected value 

of Q^. It is not possible to establish any firm influence of the outlet 

position on either or C^.

In Figs. 7.12 and 7.13, the results have been replotted with 

both tank concentration and outlet concentration as a function of 

slurry flow velocity. This shows that the concentration in the tank 

and at the outlet become equal at a certain velocity, v^. The iso

kinetic sampling velocity, v^, was calculated for various conditions

from Fqn. 7.1. Values of B were extrapolated from the data given by 
(9A )Rushton as shown in Table 7.1. Fig 7.14 compares the values of v^

f 94 1Table 7.1 Rushton's Values of 8 for a 5-bladed Disc Turbine

D/T B

0.40 1.15

0.33 1.13

0.25 1.10

0.20 1 .08

with v^ for the three sizes of impeller over a solids concentration 

range from S% to 15%. Only for the middle size and largest impeller 

(excepting one result) at the lower exit position is there a reasonable 

agreement with the iso-kinetic line. At the upper exit position, v^ 

departs significantly from this and the results tend to lie mainly
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above the iso-kinetic velocity condition. These results underline the 

difficulty of achieving iso-kinetic withdrawal from a stirred vessel, in 

which the flow is of three-dimensional character. It is unlikely, in 

practice, that any perfect state of homogeneous suspension can be achieved, 

and this will worsen as the density difference increases. The values of ve
for the smallest impeller are conspicuously adrift to greater degree 

compared to those for the two larger impellers. Strict colinearity of the 

withdrawal stream will also be affected by the swirl condition. At the 

upper withdrawal position (UO) we would expect that higher velocities would 

be required because the direction of the circulating flow is not colinear. 

The results clearly show this trend. At this point, it is relevant to 

mention the studies of other workers ̂ ^ 113) continuous flow

solid-liquid stirred vessels. Aeshbach and Bourne^^^^^ argued that 

iso-kinetic slurry withdrawal although advantageous, is not always 

practical. In addition, a high power input is required to achieve 

homogeneous suspension necessary for iso-kinetic sampling. Bourne and 

co-worke r s ^ ^ ^ ^  ^^^^ have carried out extensive studies in order to

obtain an optimum continuous flow arrangement for slurry withdrawal.

Several tank configurations were investigated using a propeller as the 

stirrer. Liquid at a constant flowrate was fed into the tank which 

contained solid particles of a known size distribution. After collecting 

five successive samples of suspension overflowing from the tank, the 

remaining particles were sized. Both the particle size distributions of 

the initial and final particle states in the tank were compared. The main 

criterion for the desired condition of homogeneous suspension was that 

there should be no differences between these two distributions. Their 

results showed that fine particles were preferentially washed-out when 

sampling was achieved by overflowing at the suspension surface. When a 

sampling tube was used, it was difficult to find a position where the 

flow direction was not changing rapidly. Two solutions were investigated.
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One involved placing the withdrawal tube vertically a few cm below the 

liquid surface to achieve colinearity with the upward axial flow near the 

wall. Sampling was performed intermittently so as not to disturb the 

established concentration profiles in the vessel. In the second arrangement 

the vessel had a contoured base and a draft tube in the centre. The 

propeller was pumping upwards and the slurry was withdrawn through an 

overflow pipe located just above the draft tube.

It is clear that the approach by Bourne and co-workers was to 

achieve a flow arrangement whereby the residence time of all the particles 

are nearly identical regardless of the homogeneity condition of the 

suspension in the tank. The effect of liquid flowrate was however not 

investigated. Work by Mattern et al.^^^^^ and Baldi and Conti^^^^^ have 

shown that the residence time of the particles was strongly dependent on 

the flowrate. Generally, the higher the feed flowrate the lower will be 

the residence time of any individual particle species. Baldi and Conti 

found that for the outlet positioned mid-way between two baffles, 

approached that of C^, as Q^increased. In this respect, there is good 

agreement with results shown in Figs. 7.8 and 7.9.

The above studies have highlighted the complexity involved in the 

continuous withdrawal of a slurry from a stirred tank. Parameters such as 

system geometry and solids properties must be taken into considerations.

The variation of the Power Number with slurry flowrate is 

illustrated in Fig. 7.15, which shows that the trend is similar to that 

in the liquid system.

7.4.4 Gas-Solid-Liquid System

Figs. 7.16 to 7.18 illustrate the effect of on solids 

holdups in the tank for all three impellers at two different gassing 

rates. The first observation is that decreases with increasing Q^,

a trend which is similar to that produced in the solid-liquid system.

Now, however, there is a very substantial difference in the value of 

6 s between the two outlet positions. The solids holdup in the vessel
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is consistently higher when the slurry is withdrawn through the upper 

outlet. Since this was not observed in the solid-liquid system the 

presence of the gas phase must be affecting the state of particle 

suspension. As already discussed in Chapter 3, the suspension of 

solids becomes more difficult on aeration, so that there is an 

increasing solids concentration gradient towards the bottom of the 

vessel. When withdrawing from the upper position then continuous 

steady-state operation requires that the solids content in the vessel 

increases compared to the condition when operating through the lower 

exit, to the extent that, the exit concentration becomes equal to that 

in the inlet flow. It is also clear from the results (Figs. 7.16 to 

7.18) that the gassing rate has no significant effect on Therefore,

with three-phase operation, the position of the slurry flow outlet has 

a strong influence on the solids holdup in the vessel.

Figs. 7.19 and 7.20 show that, for the conditions of this 

study, the solids concentration in the tank, C-j., is always higher than 

the outlet concentration, C^. There is the indication, hoiwever, as 

shown by the gradual decrease of with that might approach 

at higher flowrates. This will mean, of course, that under these 

conditions the exit velocity will appreciably exceed the iso-kinetic 

sampling velocity. In other respects, this trend is similar to the 

solid-liquid case.

Fig. 7.21 shows the effect of on power consumption. The 

trend is similar to those for the single and two-phase systems. Po^ 

gradually increases with increasing 0^, but does not depend on the 

outlet position. There is, however, no noticeable effect of solids 

concentration. This constrasts with the results discussed in Chapter 4 

(Power Consumption), but there the range of X was much higher ( 60;T, 

compared to 15)̂  here). Previously, the batch results showed that Po
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generally decreased with increasing X at low aeration rates (Q^<1.Gv/vm) 

The effect was explained as due to the formation of larger gas 

cavities at the impeller due to the presence of solid particles. The 

absence of any decrease in Po^ here suggests that gas cavity formation 

is affected by the slurry flow entering at the bottom of the vessel, 

in much the same way as was observed for the continuous gas-liquid 

system. The evidence in that case indicated a significant reduction 

in cavity size.

Looking at the gas holdup measurements for the 0.1016m impeller, 

with X~12% (Fig.7.22 ),there does not appear to be any significant 

effect of 0^. This result is similar to the gas-liquid system, but 

there is more scatter in the results at the upper outlet. Some of this 

effect may be accounted for by increased fluctuation in the surface

of the suspension as slurry is withdrawn near to it.This would

influence the measurement of .

7. 5______Conclusions

1. The impeller power consumption in single— phase, two—phase and 

three-phase systems generally increases as the continuous 

inlet flow is increased. The hydrodynamic condition for the 

gassed operations is made even less favourable because of the 

reduced size of gas cavities which are formed. At a constant

inlet flowrate, the position of the outlet has no effect on

the power consumption.

2. For the solid-liquid case, iso-kinetic sampling of the vessel 

contents is only achieved, approximately, in a limited number 

of cases. Generally, as the suspension state becomes less 

homogeneous, either through inadequate circulation motion 

(small impeller size), or non-colinearity of sampling (exit 

flow position above the mid-plane of the impeller), the
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agreement worsens, and significantly higher velocities are 

required to achieve iso-kinetic sampling condition. The solids 

concentration in the tank also decreases with increasing 

slurry flowrate, but is not significantly influenced by the 

position of the slurry outlet. For the three-phase case, iso

kinetic sampling was not achieved and in addition, the solids 

holdup in the vessel is higher when the slurry is withdrawn 

through the upper outlet.

3. The position of the outlet flow line and the slurry flowrate 

has no significant effect on the gas holdup.
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CHAPTl R B. RECOMMENDATIONS

Arising out of this work, the following recommendations are 

made concerning further areas of research into three-phase mixing in 

stirred vessels;

1. The effect of liquid height on impeller power consumption 

should be investigated in a systematic manner in order to 

determine the optimum condition. This is particularly 

important for D/T greater than 0.5,

2. A wide range of liquid and solid properties should be 

employed to investigate the relatiohship between steady-state 

power consumption and the state of solids suspension in 

solid-liquid systems. This should be supported by visual 

observations or other in-situ probe measurements in order to 

establish a more definitive expression relating Po to the 

mean bulk property of the slurry.

3. The technique of estimating the size of gas cavities from 

transient impeller power measurements in gas-liquid systems 

should be investigated in a more detailed manner, preferably 

in a larger tank suitable for carrying out simultaneous 

visual observations. It would also be interesting to study 

the effect of liquid phase viscosity.

4. Recommendations (2) and (3) above should be extended to 

include gas-solid-liquid mixing. Importantly, the gas cavity 

formation processes could be investigated using a homogeneous 

fluid of similar rheology to that of the slurry in 

anticipation, perhaps, that methods become available for 

accurately characterizing viscous properties of settling 

slurries (see for e.g. Ref. 10J).
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5. k^a should be determined at higher solids concentrations 

(X>60)o) to investigate limiting mass transfer conditions in 

three-phase systems. The steady-state measurement method would 

be suitable for this purpose.

6. More detailed studies of continuous flow mixing could be made 

to investigate other vessel outlet positions covering a wider 

range of solids density and concentration. For the three-phase 

mixing, the flowrate should be extended to a range above

0.13 ms  ̂ slurry velocity.

7. The research should be extended to include coalescence- 

retarding fluids in which smaller bubble sizes are produced.
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NOMENCLATURE

a interfacial area per unit volume of dispersion m ^

C concentration mol.m ^
I -3 kg m

C distance of impeller from bottom of vessel m

dp diameter of solid particles m

D diameter of impeller m

g gravitational acceleration ms ^

HD ungassed height of vessel contents from bottom of vessel m

H total height of vessel contents from bottom of vessel m

k^a mass transfer coefficient s

K Henry’s Law Constant

L length of impeller blade m

n number of blades
-1 .N impeller speed s

I

M volume of gassed dispersion

VO volume of ungassed dispersion

V^^ average volume of a gas cavity formed at the impeller

Vg volume of single hobble formed at the impeller

-1

-1

N^^ impeller speed for complete dispersion of gas s

N^^ impeller speed required to just suspend particles
off vessel bottom

p partial pressure

P impeller power W

Q volumetric flowrate vvm
nTs-l

T diameter of vessel m

Tq impeller torque Nm
—  1V iso-kinetic sampling velocity m s

—  "1flow velocity ms
3m

3m
3m
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t time

W width of impeller blade

X solids concentration

DIMEN5I0NLES5 GROUPS 

FI Flow Number

Po Power Number

Re Reynolds Number

% w/w

ND'

pN^D^ 

N D ^

GREEK SYMBOLS

£  holdup

/X dynamic viscosity 

\) kinematic viscosity 

p density

A p density difference

time constant of first order response

- 2Nsm
2 —  1 m s

k cm-3

k cm-3

SUBSCRIPTS SUPERSCRIPTS

g gas sed

i ini et

0 outlet

m mean value

G of the gas phase

L of the liquid phase

S of the solid phase

T in the tank

SA at su rface aeration

ss at ste ady-s tate

MAX max imum value

normalised value, 
dimensionless

average value

saturation value
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APPENDIX A

SPECIFICATIONS OF EQUIPMENT

A. THE MICRO-COMPUTER

B. TORQUE TRANSDUCER

C. GAS FLOW METER

D. MAGNETIC FLOW METER

E . THYRISTOR SPEED CONTROLLER

F. LEVEL TRANSMITTER

G. ELECTRONIC CONTROLLER

H. U-TUBE DENSITY METER

I. OXYGEN PROBE-ANALYSER
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This appendix deals with the specifications of the main instruments 
used in this study. Only the main specifications which are related 
to the accuracy of measurements in this study are listed. For further 
details about these instruments the reader is referred to the manuals 
issued by the manufacturers.

A.

Make
Model

THE MICRO-COMPUTER
(Source : MACSYM II SYSTEM MANUAL)

Analog Devices Ltd 
MACSYM II

ADIO CONTROLLER 
Analog/Digital Converter 
Non-linearity Error 
Gain Temperature 
a/ d Conversion Time

CENTRAL PROCESSOR UNIT (CPU)
Word Length
Memory
Execution Speed

Arithmetic/Logic Instructions 
Memory Reference Instructions

ANALOG INPUT CARD (MUX)
Number of Inputs

Gain
Gain Accuracy 
Gain/Temp. Coefficient 
Linearity 
Settling Time

+ i Isb
+ 1 5  ppm °C max
25yU.s max

16 bit 
32 K words

1.2 M S

32 single ended or 16 true 
differential, software 
selectable 
1, 16, 256 
+ 0.02%
+ 30 ppm/°C 
+ 0 .001%
25 yuus for G=1 
25 yus for G=16

50 yus for 0=256
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PACER CLOCK CARD
It allows a programmable number of a/D measurements to be made at 
accurately controlled time intervals.
Time Interval 20 yUS to 42949.572 s in

10 yus steps
Delay Time 20 yus to 0.55535 s in

1 0 yui 8 steps
Interval and Delay Accuracy + 30yqs max

B. TORQUE TRANSDUCER
(Source ; Operating and Service Manual BLH/TM-TPU-2 March 75) 

Principles of Operation ; The use of Wheatstone bridge principle to
produce a variable voltage as a linear 

............................  function of applied torque.
Make

Model 
Capacity 
Max. Speed

BLH Electronics,Inc. 42 Fourth 
Avenue, Waltham, Mass. 02154 
A-002 
20 In.lb 
3600 s” ^

PERFORMANCE :
Output at Rated Torque (R T )
Calibration Accuracy
Non-Linearity
Repeatability
Hysteresis

1.5 mv/v 
0.25% RT 
0.10% RT 
0.05% RT 
0.15% RT

TEMPERATURE : 
Compensated Range 
Effect on Rated Torque 
Effect on Zero Balance

0 to 140*F
0.005% reading per °F 
0.0025% RT per ®F

CALIBRATION :
Using test resistor (factory supplied) to simulate a torque output
of 80% of full scale the following calibration equation is obtained

T = 2.0667 V.
where _ , , . ,, \T - torque (in.-lb)

T

\J^ - output signal of signal conditioning box (volts)
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C. GAS FLOW METER
(Source ; Instruction Manuals for TEKFLO TF issue 4, 73 and for 

TR2 issue 1, 74)
Principle of Operation : Measuring pressure drop across a venturi

nozzle. The differential pressure transducer 

incorporates a 4-arm Wheatstone bridge 

principle.

VENTURI NOZZLE
Make
Model
Material
Accuracy
Repeatability

TEKFLO LTD, Weymouth, Dorset 
CVO 250
Stainless Steel 
+ 0.5% of Reading
0.1?c/

TRANSDUCER ;
Make
Model
Max Pressure
Total Error and Non-linearity 
Hysteresis and Repeatability

TEKFLO LTD 
TF2 10-150 
83 MN/m^
Better than + 0.5% full scale 
0.1 %

DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS :
Measured for the coupled venturi-transducer with the micro-computer. 
'Ref. ; Moulder N.E., Final Year Project, School of Chem. Eng. Bath 
University, 1980'
Order of the System First Order
Time Delay 1.0 ms
Time Constant 24-43 ms

.A
3 -1

CALIBRATION :
0 = KV'

where Q - Air flowrate at atmospheric pressure m^s
V - Output signal from signal conditioning box (volts) 

K&A - Calibration constants
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Ü. MAGNETIC FLOWMETER
(Source : Technical Manuals TM5-05-00/Rev.1 and TM-G5-16/Rev.1)

Principle of Operation : The flow of liquid through a metering tube

cuts a magnetic field and develops an induced

voltage in the liquid which is picked off by

two electrodes in the walls of the metering

tube. The induced voltage is proportional to

the flow velocity multiplied by the magnetic

field strength. It is fed to converter to

provide output current directly proportional

to flow velocity ...............................

DETECTOR HEAD : 
Make

Model
Accuracy

Suitable Fluids

CONVERTER :
Make
Model
Range
Output
Response Time 
Calibration Accuracy

Kent Instruments, Stroud, 
Gloucestershire, England.
VAA 0862111740,3/8 in. N.B. 
Better than + 1 % of induced

reading.
Liquids and Slurries having 
a conductivity not less than 
10 ̂ uohm/cm

Kent Instruments 
VGA

- 10.6 to 12 ms 
4-20mA 
3 s
Hr 0.2% of increment switch 
reading.

CALIBRATION :
Factory calibrated such that

where

G|_ =0.04712. V. d

- flowrate of liquid , l/min. 
V - Velocity of flow,m/s 

d - nominal bore, mm
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The output signal from the conditioning box was 1-5 volts. When the 
range of the converter was adjusted at 7 m/s the calibration equation 
is

= 1 .2468 (v-1) 10"^m^s"*^
where v is the output signal of the signal conditioning box.

E. THYRISTOR MOTOR SPEED CONTROLLER
It operates with DC shunt wound motor, by supplying two rectified 

mains supplies to the armature and field circuits. The feedback signal 
is derived from tachogenerator mounted-on the non-drive end of the 
motor.

Make
Model
Speed Range 
Regulation

T emperature

Supply Volts

Electro-Comp, 368, Hertford. 
RMB-50T 
100-1

Typically + 0,3% of full 
speed, no load to full load 
Speed increases 0.01% of set 
speed per °C increase in 
ambient temperature 
0.001% speed change per 10% 
change in supply voltage.

r. LEVEL TRANSMITTER
(Source : Instructions Manual No.909-605-176D, 1977)

It is a two wire capacitance to current transmitter which produces a 
standard 4-20 mA DC current output signal directly proportional to the 
input capacitance.

Make
Model
Linearity
Temperature Effect

Span
Zero
Max Output Ripple 
Response Time 
Stability

Robertshaw SKIL LTD.
160
+ 0.25% for 10 to 500 p.f. span

0.01% per 
0.01% per *F 
0.25% peak to peak 
1 00 ms
1% max/30 days, non- 
cumulative.
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G. ELECTRONIC CONTROLLER
(Source: Installation Bulletin : 53E14000 Rev. 2)

It is utilised to control the level of liquid inside the mixing 
vessel for continuous flow runs.
Make 
Model
Input Signal 
Output Range 
Set Point Accuracy 
Temperature Effect 
Mode Ranges

Proportional

Fisher & Porter Co., Workington, Cumberland 
53EL 4431B-KBAE 
4-20 mA 
4-20 mA
+ 0.4% of span (at reference conditions) 
Less than 0.5% per 28*C

3 to 500% Std.w/auto reset or manual 
reset

Reset
Derivative

0.02 to 50 minutes (12 steps)
0.01 to 8 minutes (11 steps and off)

H. U - TUBE DENSITY METER
(Source: Installation and Operation Manual)

Principle of Operation : The flow of liquid through a U-tube produces
a force on the weigh-beam. This force,which 
is proportional to the weight of the tube 
and its contents, is measured by an 
electrical force balance giving a linear 
output signal of 0-10 mA.

Make
Model

Density Range 
Density Span 
Working Pressure

Output

GEC - Marconi Electronics, Croydon. 
Gravitrol Mark 5 No. G5975

1.0 - 1.3 gem
0.1 gem ^
100 psig.

0-10 mA DC.

-3 at 20'C.

CALIBRATION :
The density span corresponding to the output signal is determined by 
adjusting the span adjustor. The meter is zeroed by positioning the 
weigh-beam, with an equivalent weight(corresponding to zero) on the 
scalo-pan. The upper limit of the span is then obtained using another 
equivalent weight.(All the weights are supplied by the manufacturers.)
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Hence the calibration equation of the meter is ;

Density = A(Ud) + B 
where Vd - output signal from the signal conditioning 

box (volts)
A and B are calibration constants .

I. OXYGEN PROBE-ANALYSER
(Source: Instructions Manual 015-555375-A)

Principle of Operation : Oxygen from the sample diffuses through the
membrane, which separates the sample from the 
polarographic cell. Diffused oxygen is reduced 
electrochemically in the cell, resulting in

............................. current flow proportional to the partial
pressure of oxygen in the sample.

Make
Model

Ranges

T emperature 
compensation

T emperature 
Accuracy
Digital Linearity 
Recorder output

Repeatability
Drift
Ambient operating 
range

Beckman Instruments Inc. USA.
0260 Oxygen Analyser 
39553 Oxygen Sensor 
0 to 199.0 parts-per-million 
0 to 199.9%
0 to 199*C
+ 1®C maximum error (manual)
+ 2°C maximum error (ATC)
+ 1°C from 0 to 100*C

+ 0.1% of full scale, + 1 count
Adjustable from 1 to 100 millivolts for any 
100 counts of digital display
+ 1 count
+ 3 counts per ten hours, non-expanded 
Temperature*.- 15*C to°40 C 
Humidity ;- 85% or less

CALIBRATION:
The zero is set by adjusting the ZERO control on the analyser. The 
temperature control is selected to the appropriate value. The sensor 
is then immersed in the calibration medium ( air saturated liquid or 
air). The reading on the analyser corresponds to 100%. (Note: the 
sensor is rejuvenated frequently.)
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APPENDIX B

ANALYSIS OF TAP WATER
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■APPENDIX C

ERROR CALCULATIONS FOR GAS PHASE DEPLETION
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Depletion of Oxygen in the Gas Phase

For the mass transfer experiments the oxygen concentration in the exit 

gas stream was determined for the following runs:

(a)

(b)

Solution

water

water

-1D (m) N (s )

(c) 0.05M K^SO^ 0.1015

0.1016 9

0.135 6

9

Qg (vvm)

0.36

0.36

0.36

0.3

0.5

1 . 1

ZZiC (M) is the measured difference in oxygen concentration between thet> ............
inlet and outlet gas stream.

The above cases are considered to have the most serious effect in terms 

of gas phase depletion.

The difference in oxygen concentration between the inlet and outlet 

gas stream can also be indirectly evaluated by taking a material 

balance across the vessel for the liquid phase.

1

out

Fig. C.1 Material Balance across the vessel. 

Mass of oxygen transferred into liquid stream,

"0 2 = StfCo - Ci)

= 5 X 1GT^(Dg - C.) C.1
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In the case of (b)» i.e. 0=0.135 m, N=6 s , and Q^=0.36 vvm (5 x 10
3 — 1 \m s  ),

- 2 -1k^a = 2.4 X 10 s

C
= 81.1 % C.2

C

:i
—  = 8 , 7  % C.3
C

*
Now, C , the saturation oxygen concentration is related to the partial 

pressure, p, of oxygen in the air by;

C* = - ................................... C.5P

where K - Henry's constant for oxygen
-7i.e. K = 3.04 x 10 C.5

(Source: International Critical Tables, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
1928, 3, 257)

Hence Eqn. C.5 becomes

3.04 X ICT^L =
0.21 

— 0
= 1.45 X 10 mol. 0^ per mol. solution

= 2.58 X 10“^ kg O^/m^ H^O C.7

Substituting Eqns. C.2, C.3, and C.7 into Eqn. C.2;

Mq2 =  5 X 10“ ^ (0.811 - 0.087) 2.58 x 10“^

= 9.34 X 10“® kg 0_/s

_C 3 - 1  Since = 5 x 10  ̂ m s

-5. . 0_ flowrate = 5 x 1 0
 ̂ 0.0224 *

= 4.69 X 10 ^ mol. 0 ^ / s  

= 1.5 X 10"^ kg O2/S
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. . the difference in oxygen concentration between the inlet and 

outlet gas stream (evaluated from liquid phase mass balance 

considerations);/^C^(L), is;

ACr(L) =G 0_ flowrate

-8
-5 /“

1.5 X 1 0  

= 0.6%
Similarly,AC (L) was also evaluated for the other two cases and the b
results are presented in.TpbleC.I together with the corresponding

values ofAC„(n). Comparison of the two sets of AC- data show that G G
they are in good agreement. The AC^(L) values are however considered 

to be more accurate because of the large samples used in the 

measurement of the oxygen concentration in the liquid phase. For the 

gas phase measurement there was some uncertainty in obtaining the 

correct sample which would be the 'true' representative of the mean 

bulk value.

The maximum error associated with the gas phase depletion effect is 

estimated by calculating a new k̂ â value from Eqn. 6.10 using the 

depleted value of the saturation oxygen concentration, i.e.

(^L^^new - ----— --- —  C.B
V (100-AC^) - p

Thus in the case of (b), using AC^ =AC^(L),

(k a) = 0.0062 8.7)—L 'new (100-0.6) - 81.1
- 2  - 1  = 2.45 X 10 s
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2.45 - 2 .4
L"' “ 'L“ 2.4Hence error in k, a, Ak, a = —   — ;— —  x 100%

—  z  /o

Using A C^ = ACgtM), Ak^a = 2 %.

Similarly, the error in k^a for the other two cases are also

calculated using bothAC-(L) andAC„(M). These values are presentedG G
in Table C.1.

Table C.1 Values of A C  and the associated values o f A k  aG L

A C g ( L )  (%) ACg( M)  {%) A k ^ a t A C g t L ) )  {%) 6 k ^ a ( A C g ( M ) )  (%)

(a) 0.5 0.3 2 1

(b) 0.6 0.5 2 2

(c) 1.0 1.1 6 6

It can be seen that the slight difference between the values of AC^^L) 

and A C  (M) has negligible influence on the error in k^a.
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APPENDIX D

CALIBRATION OF DENSITOMETER
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CALIBRATION OF DENSITOMETLR

The main procedure for calibrating the densitometers is given in 

Appendix A. However, it was found that it was necessary to take the 

slurry flowrate into considerations. The overall effect of on the 

density readings is illustrated in Fig. D.1.

X  1 0 kgm

. 2

-3

.1

.0
0 2.0 4.0

4 3 - 1X 10 m s

Fig. D.1 Overall effect of on the density readings.

The density readings are only dependent on after a flowrate of
-4 3 -1just under 2.0 x 10 m s .  Therefore, two separate calibration 

equations for the densitometers were employed:

Ç = A(Ud) + B 

^ = A('id) + B + C(Q^)

0, <  2 X 10-4 m^s-l

2 X 10 ^ m^s ^

where Ud - output reading from the densitometer (Units) 

A, B, and C are calibration constants
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APPENDIX E

Effective viscosity for the suspensions of glass ballotini and ion 

exchange resin particles calculated from Eqn. 4.6.

X' { % v/v) X (Approx. % w/w) M  e f f  ^ )

Resin Glass

0 0 0 0 .00100

4 5 10 0.00126

8 10 20 0.00152

12 15 28 0.00178

16 20 36 0.00204

20 25 42 0.00230

25 30 50 0.00263


